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ABSTRACT
The Eocene-Oligocene transition (EOT) marked a profound shift in the Earth’s climate, as 
the global greenhouse o f the early Cenozoic gave way to ‘icehouse’ conditions, or a climatic 
regime influenced by the waxing and waning o f glacial ice. Antarctica was dramatically 
altered during this time; its formerly cool temperate ecosystems nearly obliterated by the first 
major episode o f continental glaciation. A record o f this transition appears to be partly 
preserved in approximately half a kilometer o f sediments recovered from three holes (at ODP 
Sites 739, 742, and 1166) bored in the continental margin at Prydz Bay, an embayment o f  the 
East Antarctic coast. Until recently, these holes were never completely described with 
common nomenclature and analysis. This study re-evaluated these cores under a unified 
regime, using a laser particle sizer to generate matrix grain size distribution profiles for 253 
samples collected from the combined sediment column. Additional analysis o f select 
samples was performed with a scanning electron microscope to classify grain textures, as 
well as ICP-OES to provide geochemical information. The results o f this study support 
stratigraphic relationships between the ODP sites that were previously only inferred through 
seismic acquisition. This provides a much more complete picture o f the sedimentation 
processes occurring through the EOT. Chemical and microtextural weathering signals also 
provide a new window into the environment o f Prydz Bay during the EOT. These signals 
seem to confirm hypotheses from previous researches that the site featured a cool/temperate 
environment with tidewater glacial systems in the late Eocene that transitioned into near 
polar glacier conditions dominated by ice sheet growth by the early Oligocene. Crucially, the 
results o f this investigation suggest that enhanced glaciation o f the Prydz Bay region was 
already occurring before the start o f  the Oligocene, which suggests that an initial step down 
in global temperature during the late Eocene (proxied from the foraminiferal oxygen isotope 
record) may be directly related to the initiation o f continental ice expansion.
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The aim  o f  this investigation is to characterize the sedim ent depocenters active during the 
Eocene-O ligocene transition (EOT) betw een approxim ately 33.7 and 33.9 m illion  year 
ago (m ya) at the m outh o f  Prydz Bay, a m ajor em baym ent o f  the East A ntarctic coast 
lying w ithin the A ustralian Sector. The EOT is thought to be a tim e o f  profound change 
on the A ntarctic continent, m arking the dem ise o f  greenhouse conditions and the first 
shift to ‘icehouse’ conditions, or a clim atic regim e influenced by  the w axing and w aning 
o f  glacial ice (Kennett, 1977). The understanding o f  this tim e period w ithin the realm  o f  
A ntarctica is confined to several boreholes drilled in the m argin o f  the continent, three o f  
w hich were drilled into the continental shelf at the m outh o f  Prydz Bay. Currently, 
sedim entological analysis o f  cores recovered from  these holes leaves m any uncertainties 
regarding the geologic history o f  the region. One o f  the m ost im portant questions is how 
the strata drilled by  these cores relate to each other spatially and tem porally. By re­
exam ining the cores in greater detail, this project hopes to determ ine to w hat degree the 
cores interact w ith a horizontally continuous sequence o f  sedim entary units, attem pting to 
at least partially reconstruct the tem poral and spatial com ponents o f  depocenter 
succession.
This investigation also seeks to evaluate the extent to w hich the sedim entary 
record reflects changes in ice growth, particularly in relation to two positive oxygen 
isotope excursion events, EOT-1 and Oi-1, w hich are thought to define the onset o f  the 
icehouse (Coxall et al., 2005). W hether ice growth occurred in a stepw ise process or was 
m ore gradual or abrupt rem ains a significant question. U nderstanding the tim ing and 
duration o f  suspected grow th events as interpreted from  the sedim ent cores will likely
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have a significant im pact on ice and clim ate m odeling across the EOT (Stocchi et al., 
2013).
1.2 Geologic Setting of Prydz Bay
1.2.1 Structural History
Prydz Bay is a m ajor em baym ent o f  the Indian O cean-fronting portion o f  East Antarctica, 
lying w ithin the A ustralian Sector. This deep and extensive incision into the hinterlands 
o f  the continent is thought to be several orders o f  age older than the earliest know n 
continental scale glaciations and m ay be the longest lived drainage system  o f  the East 
A ntarctic Ice Sheet (H arrow field et al., 2005, Taylor et al., 2004).
The origins o f  Prydz Bay lie in the form ation o f  the Lam bert Graben, the tectonic 
structure w hich underlies the topographic depression. The Lam bert G raben is described 
as an aulacogen in an intra-continental rift system  that existed during Perm ian tim e 
betw een present day East A ntarctica and India-A ustralia (W hitehead et al., 2006, Cooper 
et al., 1991). This failed rift was subsequently filled in by a thick sequence o f  Perm ian 
through Cenozoic sedim ent, estim ated to be at least 5 km  thick (Cooper et al., 1991, 
H arrow field et al., 2005).
H arrow field et al. (2005) elaborate on the Perm ian rifting, suggesting a greater 
than 6000 km  long she lf parallel basin was created, com partm entalized by m ultiple cross­
basin accom m odation zones. These accom m odation zones are thought to have exhibited 
increasingly transtensional characteristics tow ards southern Africa, and it is suspected 
that one o f  these zones was responsible for the creation o f  the Lam bert G raben 
(H arrow field et al., 2005). Subsequent rifting from  late Cretaceous tim e into the 
Paleogene eventually resulted in the full breakup o f  India-A ustralia from  the A ntarctic 
continent, isolating the Lam bert G raben (Cande, 2004).
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Figure 1. Depiction of the Permian rift by Harrowfield et al. (2005). Multiple accommodation 
zones offset the rift perpendicular to the direction of extension. Note that Prydz Bay/Lambert 
Graben has been labeled in the central area of the map.
1.2.2 Pre-Cenozoic Sedimentary Geology
From  the late Paleozoic through the Triassic, the m ore inland portions o f  the Lam bert 
G raben received sedim ents that w ould ultim ately form the rocks o f  the A m ery Group 
(H arrow field et ah, 2005). These rocks are today exposed w ithin the Prince Charles 
M ountains, which flank the w estern side o f  the graben, com prising what is believed to be 
the greatest exposure o f  rock in the eastern part o f  the continent (H oldgate et ah, 2005).
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The A m ery Group is described by Holdgate et al. (2005) as consisting o f  at least 3000 
m eters o f  carbonaceous sandstones, siltstones, and conglom erates believed to have been 
deposited in alluvial through lacustrine environm ents. A pproxim ately 1000 m eters o f  the 
A m ery Group are associated w ith the Perm ian Bainm edart Coal M easures, w hich are 
com posed o f  fluvial deposits featuring over a hundred know n coal seams. Som e o f  these 
seam s are as m uch as 10 m eters in thickness (H oldgate et al., 2005).
1.3 Climate History
1.3.1 Cretaceous to Eocene
Based on pollen and spores recovered from Cretaceous units, the clim ate o f  Prydz Bay 
during the latest M esozoic is inferred to have been substantially m ilder than today. The 
environm ent during this tim e is described by  M acphail & Trusw ell (2004) as being  non­
m arine or m arginally m arine, prim arily constituting Austral conifer woodland. The 
contem porary clim ate associated with this particular biom e is cited as being m oderately 
hum id and tem perate, although given the h igh latitude at Prydz Bay the local plant 
com m unity w ould have been additionally subjected to substantial periods o f  low  light and 
cold tem peratures that w ould have likely produced conditions sim ilar to those 
experienced in forests grow ing near the tree line in the m odem  day northern hem isphere 
(M acphail & Trusw ell, 2004).
By the late Eocene, conditions that had existed during Cretaceous tim e had not 
drastically changed at Prydz Bay. U sing fossil plant rem ains, pollen, spores, and 
dinocysts recovered from  relevant stratigraphic units, M acphail & Tm sw ell (2004) were 
able to approxim ate that the environm ent during this period was a coastal cool-tem perate 
rainforest. The plant com m unity is specifically cited as being com posed o f  Southern
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Beech (N othofagus), coniferous Araucariaceae  and Podocarpaceae  trees/scrub, and 
m any species o f  low -grow ing flow ering plants (Cantrill & Poole, 2012, M acphail & 
Trusw ell, 2004). M ean annual tem perature is thought to have averaged less than 12 °C, 
w ith freezing winters, and rainfall estim ated to have been as m uch as 1200 to 1500 m m  
per year, w ith generally high hum idity (Cantrill & Poole, 2012).
1.3.2 Eocene-Oligocene Transition
D uring the Eocene-O ligocene transition (EOT), significant changes in clim ate are 
inferred to have affected the Antarctic continent, substantially im pacting local geological 
processes and radically  altering terrestrial ecosystem s. Starting at about 33.9 m illion 
years ago, the ratio o f  oxygen-18 versus oxygen-16, or 8 lsO, analyzed from benthic 
foram inifera (a proxy for ice growth since oxygen-16 is m ore abundantly incorporated 
into ice derived from m eteoric water) begins to show a significant positive excursion 
(Coxall et al., 2005, D eConto et al., 2008). This first excursion event is referred to as the 
EOT-1 and m ay coincide w ith global ocean cooling o f  approxim ately 2.5 °C, along with 
enhanced glaciation on land (Lear et al., 2007). The second event, the Oi-1, which 
occurred about 200,000 years later, is a m uch larger 5 180  excursion and m ay have 
coincided w ith the w idespread continental glaciation on A ntarctica. (Figure 2 
dem onstrates the aforem entioned change in 6 180  from ODP Site 1218, w hich is located 
in the central Pacific Ocean.) Foram iniferal S180  from ODP Site 738, which was drilled 
into the K erguelen Plateau opposite Prydz Bay, shows this event is consistent w ith a large 
increase in ice rafted debris (IRD) at that location, which m ay be indicative o f  substantial 
ice sheet grow th on the order o f  tens o f  thousands o f  years (Scher et al., 2011).
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Figure 2. Change in foraminiferal 5lsO from ODP Site 1218 in the central Pacific. Note the 
double step in positive changes starting around 34 mya. The green bar highlights the position of 
the EOT-1 event, while the yellow bar highlights the position of the Oi-1 event. Figure modified 
from DeConto et al. (2008), original credit to Coxall et al. (2005).
1.4 Study Locations and Interpretations from Drilling Legs
K now ledge o f  the geologic record regarding the EOT in the southern high latitudes 
leaves m uch to be desired. This is prim arily because there are only a handful o f  drill sites 
that have been explored on the A ntarctic m argin (in particular the East A ntarctic m argin) 
w ith recovered cores spanning this period o f  time. Three o f  these borehole locations lie 
along the continental shelf at the m outh o f  Prydz Bay. These are Sites 739 (H ole C) and 
742 (Hole A), w hich were visited during Ocean D rilling Program  (ODP) Leg 119, and 
Site 1166 (Hole A), w hich was visited during ODP Leg 188. (See Figure 3)
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Figure 3. Location of ODP borehole sites in the vicinity of Prydz Bay, including Sites 739, 742, 
and 1166, highlighted by red circle. Nearby boreholes outside the red circle (which do not 
penetrate EOT stratigraphy) and location of Amery Group Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary 
rocks are also indicated. Dark shaded regions represent portions of the Prince Charles Mountains 
exposed above contemporary ice cover. Figure modified from Erohina et al. (2004) with original 
credit to Hambrey & McKelvey (2000).
The history o f  these borings, which are suspected to partly span the EOT, has already 
been explored to som e degree, but m uch w ork still rem ains to be done in order to m ore 
effectively ascertain their tem poral and lithologic relationships. Presently, m uch o f  what 
is know n about the lithology and stratigraphy o f  these sites is derived from seism ic 
acquisition, shipboard logs, and reports associated w ith the drilling expeditions.
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Sedim ents thought to have been deposited at the tim e o f  the EOT at sites 742 and 
739 are suspected as being at least partly glaciogenic by Cooper et al. (1991) and 
H am brey et al. (1991) in the Leg 119 reports. This suspicion is described, citing other 
w ork by  C ooper & W ebb (1990) and W ebb (1990), as partly  from a result o f  a 
com prehensive review  o f  A ntarctic and global clim ate proxies up to 1991. At that tim e, 
according to the aforem entioned works, glacial conditions in A ntarctica by the earliest 
O ligocène had already been inferred as a possibility  from clim ate isotopic records. The 
general observation that stratigraphic units on the A ntarctic she lf (that had been dated 
w ith palynology) also displayed alternating steeply dipping foresets and topsets was 
further equated w ith glacial activity (W ebb, 1990). Additionally, Cooper & W ebb (1990) 
cite w ork by  LeM asurier (1970) who found evidence o f  volcanic rock in contact w ith ice 
during the Eocene in M arie Byrd Land, suggesting that glacial conditions at that location 
m ight be indicative o f  glacial conditions elsew here on the continent at the time.
Thus, w hen sedim ents were recovered in Leg 119 that visually appeared to be 
glacial diam ictites (Barron et al., 1989), this was believed to bolster existing inferences 
from  proxies. In the analysis o f  the sedim ent by  H am brey et al. (1991), m echanical grain 
size analysis generally showed that EOT m aterial from Site 742 contained clay-silt-sand 
fractions o f  20-35%  clay, 20-25%  silt, and 40-50%  sand, w hile m aterial from  Site 739 
was approxim ately in the range o f  20-25%  clay, 20-50%  silt, and 20-50%  sand. W ith 
these fractions, H am brey et al. (1991) agreed w ith the visual analysis that the sedim ents 
w ere actually diam ictites. H am brey et al. (1991) further note that visual estim ation o f  the 
gravel com ponent for both sites prim arily fluctuated betw een 1-5% for the relevant 
stratigraphic sections.
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Subsequent later drilling at Site 1166 during Leg 188 penetrated deeper into the 
stratigraphy o f  Prydz Bay than previously achieved during Leg 119, attem pting to core 
suspected pre-glacial/glacial transition units (O ’Brien et ah, 2001). M uch o f  the m id-late 
Eocene and EOT cores recovered at this site (stratigraphically below  the intervals at Sites 
742 and 739 per Erohina et al. [2004]) contained poorly sorted coarse to very coarse 
sands w ith plant/organic fragm ents, based on visual logging. This lithology, on the 
assum ption that it was indicative o f  a transition to possible glacial conditions inferred 
from  overlying stratigraphy, was described as being indicative o f  a pre-glacial alluvial 
environm ent and/or a glacial outwash com plex (O ’Brien et al., 2001). Later w ork by 
Strand et al. (2003) exam ining quartz grain m icrotextures w ith scanning electron 
m icroscope found evidence o f  both fluvial and glacial m odification o f  grain surfaces in 
the m id-late Eocene and EOT cores o f  Site 1166, potentially  corroborating the 
interpretations o f  O ’Brien et al. (2001) in the Leg 188 reports.
This study seeks to update the aforem entioned existing know ledge base by 
perform ing analyses that were never accom plished on the Prydz Bay core sections when 
they recovered a decade or m ore ago. Given the great expense and planning necessary to 
recover and store sedim ents from the EOT units around the continent, it is im perative that 
the m axim um  am ount o f  inform ation be derived from the relevant drill sites. Prim ary 
sam pling and sedim entological description using a standardized sedim ent classification 
schem e for the Leg 188 and Leg 119 core sections has for the m ost part not occurred 
since around the tim e o f  the 1988 and 2001 expeditions. Thus, re-exam ining cores from 
Holes 1166A, 742A, and 739C, m ay yield new  and valuable data, potentially  offering 




M uch o f  what is understood about the ages o f  the Prydz Bay cores is broadly applied, 
w ith the age o f  m aterial in sections loosely constrained based on studies accom plished in 
tandem  w ith the drilling operation. However, some additional developm ent has been 
m ade recently, particularly  w ith regard to placing the Oi-1 event. H ouben et al. (2013) 
provided a dinoflagellate cyst datum , constrained by M alvinia escutiana, w hich was 
found to not exist before the onset o f  the Oligocene. Cysts o f  this species were 
subsequently identified in a core section o f  Hole 739C at 310.73 m eters below  seafloor 
(mbsf). On the basis o f  other O ligocene taxa found above this position (up to 169.0 
m bsf), as well as Eocene taxa observed below  this point (to bottom  o f  hole), it was 
suggested that this location m arks the Oi-1 event in the Prydz Bay cores (H ouben et al., 
2011). A bove 169.0 m bsf, a shift in diatom  assem blages w ith an associated change in 
lithology suggests a M iocene age (B aldauf & Barron, 1991).
For Hole 742A, recovery o f  palynom orphs (dinocysts, pollen, spores, etc) was 
sparse, but the m ajority  o f  m aterial found betw een 171.3 and 315.0 m b sf has been dated 
to the Eocene (Trusw ell, 1991). However, Trusw ell (1991) noted several intervals below  
190.0 m b sf that contained pollen from the Perm ian. On the basis o f  Perm ian pollen that 
had previously been recovered from the onshore A m ery Group, pollen from  Site 742 was 
inferred by  Trusw ell to have been recycled from m aterial derived from  the Prince Charles 
M ountains and is not indicative o f  the true age o f  the unit. Seism ic analysis indicates the 
topm ost portion o f  Hole 742A in its EOT section (171.3 to ~230 m bsf) m ay partly 
overlap the sam e units preserved in the bottom  o f  Hole 739C (Cooper et al., 1991).
The low erm ost two m eters below  seafloor in Hole 742A (313.0 to 315.0 m bsf) 
were noted to contain an abundance o f  Cretaceous palynom orphs (lacking Eocene
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m aterial), w ith no dinocysts or other m arine m icrofossils present, suggesting a terrestrial 
origin (Trusw ell, 1991). This was initially inferred to m ean the section m ight be o f  
Cretaceous age, but analysis o f  seism ic data by  Erohina et al. (2004) strongly suggests 
that this m aterial is above the Cretaceous unconform ity underlying the Cenozoic 
sedim ents o f  Prydz Bay. M ore likely, this particular section is com posed o f  terrestrial 
m aterial recycled from the Cretaceous. H am brey (1991) also m entions that there are 
plant rem ains in this section, but they cannot be conclusively dated.
In Hole 1166A, all sedim ent betw een 142.5 m b sf and the bottom  o f  hole (266.8 
m bsf) contained palynom orphs that dated to the Eocene, w ith an abundance o f  dinocysts 
and diatom s in the upper part o f  the hole (142.5 to 220.85 m bsf) and a relative paucity  in 
the low er section (below  220.85 m bsf). This suggests a transition from  a m arginal 
m arine/terrestrial environm ent to an open m arine setting (M acphail & Trusw ell, 2004). 
A dditionally, M acphail & Truswell (2004) note that som e Cretaceous palynom orphs are 
present in the low erm ost part o f  1166A, but they suggest these are recycled, existing in 
clasts from that tim e period. Interestingly, Erohina et al. (2004) infers based on seism ic 
interpretation that the very bottom  o f  Hole 742A m ight penetrate the sam e unit as the 
low er part o f  Hole 1166 A, which suggests that recycled Cretaceous m aterial in both holes 
m ay be o f  shared depositional lineage. Erohina et al. (2004) also notes that a probable 
unconform ity divides the Eocene m aterial at Site 1166. (This surface m ay therefore be 
present at Site 742 i f  the aforem entioned stratigraphic relation to Site 1166 can be 
established.) Figure, 4, at the end o f  this section, illustrates the location o f  this and other 
significant unconform ities, and Table 1 indicates the relative ages o f  the sedim ent 
intervals they divide.
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U nlike Holes 739C and 742A, Hole 1166A actually contains a potentially  
interpretable m agnetic signature in the top o f  its upperm ost section (135.41 to 148.0 
m bsf) (Florindo et al., 2003). This interval contains a reverse polarity  inclination down 
to 136.2 m bsf, followed by norm al polarity inclination to 148.0 m bsf. On the basis o f  
biostratigraphy, Florindo et al. (2004) suggested this interval m ay record chron 13n w ith 
chron 12r (earliest O ligocene, -3 0 .9  to 33.5 mya). How ever, chron 15n w ith 13r 
(prim arily late Eocene, -3 3 .5  to 34.8 mya) and 17n w ith 16r (late Eocene -3 6 .3  to 37.4 
m ya) are also equally i f  not m ore probable, particularly since diatom  evidence does not 
support an O ligocene age (Florindo et al., 2004). It is therefore suspected that the upper 
EO T unit at Site 1166 actually records an interval o f  tim e prior to the Oi-1 event. 
(A dditionally, depending on what chrons are used in interpretation, the upper unit m ay be 
at least partly older than the EOT-1.)
How  m uch further back in tim e the low erm ost part o f  Hole 1166A extends into 
the Eocene rem ains unknown. M acphail & Truswell (2004) note that som e o f  the few 
dinocysts recovered from the lower interval o f  1166A are associated w ith “trans-antarctic 
flora”, w hich ranged betw een approxim ately the late early Eocene to O ligocene. Based 
on this, M acphail & Trusw ell (2004) estim ated this low erm ost section o f  1166A to be 
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Figure 4. Approximate north-south cross section of study area interpreted from seismic data, with 
locations of drill sites from Legs 188 and 119. Intervals believed to span the middle-late Eocene 
and early Oligocene are colored in green. Significant unconformities seen in the seismic data and 
recognized from biostratigraphy include a Cretaceous unconformity, which underlies the middle- 
late Eocene (pre-EOT) sediment, a middle-late Eocene unconformity, which is overlain by latest 
Eocene to Early Oligocene (EOT) sediments, and a Paleogene unconformity, above which all 
sediment is thought to have been deposited post-Oligocene. Figure is modified from Erohina et 
al. (2004), with original credit to Cooper et al. (1991).
Table 1. Age model for Sites 1166, 742, and 739, based on biological/magnetic control, and 
featuring correlations from seismic interpretation.
Site 1166
Palynomoprhs found 
between 142 5 and 266 8 
mbsf dated to Eocene 
Taxa above this interval are 
post-Oligocene and taxa 
below date to Cretaceous 
(Macphail & Tmswell 
2004)
Magnetics, correlated with 
biostratigraphy, suggest 
chrons 15n/13r or 17n/16r 
may be present between 
135.41 and 148.0 mbsf. 
This would equate to late 
Eocene age, possibly post 
EOT-1 (Florindo et al.. 
2004)
Some dinocysts recovered 
below 220 0 mbsf. down to 
266 8 mbsf are part of the 
"trans-antarctic flora" and 
could be as old as middle 
Eocene (Macphail & 
Truswell 2004)
Site 742
Seismic analysis indicates 
the topmost portion of Site 
742 in its Eocene section 
(171 3 to ^230 mbsf) may 
partly overlap the same 
units preserved in the 
bottom of Site 739 
(Cooper et al 1991)
Palynomoprhs found 
between 171.3 and 315.0 
mbsf dated to Eocene 
Overlying units post- 
Oligocene (Truswell, 1991)
Seismic analysis indicates 
bottom few meters of Site 
742 may be part of same 
unit as lowest Eocene 
interval of Site 1166 
Despite presence of 
Cretaceous palynomoprhs 
noted by Truswell (1991), 
seismic indicates all cores 
from Site 742 above 
Cretaceous unconformity 
(Erohina et al 2004)
Site 739
Shift in diatom assemblages 
above 169 0 mbsf suggest 
Miocene age (Baldauf & 
Barron 1991)
Malvtnia escutiana dinocyst 
appearance at 310 73 mbsf 
indicates probable onset of 
Oligocene Eocene dinocyst 
taxa located below this level 
extend to bottom of hole 








Investigation o f  the study area and drill sites was divided into m ultiple com ponents. 
These included seism ic interpretation, updated logging o f  core sections, laser particle 
sizer derived grain size analysis, scanning electron m icroscope assisted grain surface 
texture analysis, and use o f  Inductively Coupled Plasm a Optical Em issions Spectrom eter 
(ICP-O ES) to derive chem ical index o f  alteration (CIA) and various geochem ical ratios.
2.2 Seismic Interpretation
Prior to physical analysis o f  the core sections, a seism ic investigation o f  Prydz Bay was 
perform ed using m ulti-channel seism ic profiles available from  the A ntarctic Seism ic Data 
Library System  (SDLS). Seism ic lines were originally collected by  the A ustralian 
Bureau o f  M ineral Resources (BM R) Expedition 33 in 1982 (Stagg, 1985) and later 
uploaded in digital form at to SDLS, accessible in both processed/pre-filtered TIFF and 
raw  SEG Y formats. The form er was view able in GeoM apA pp software, a package 
developed and sustained by Lam ont-D oherty Earth O bservatory and the U.S. National 
Science Foundation backed Integrated Earth Data A pplications (Ryan et al., 2009).
U sing G eoM apApp, m ajor reflectors were traced across the Expedition 33 seism ic 
lines and exported in point ASCII format. Previous seism ic interpretations (with 
correlation to sedim ent cores) perform ed by Cooper et al. (1991) and Erohina et al. 
(2004) w ere consulted during and after the tracing process to com pare results. Traced 
reflectors were subsequently correlated with each other using cross lines and grouped 
together to create a loose reflector surface. These were then used to create reflector grids 
in G olden Softw are’s Surfer program  using nearest neighbor interpolation at 0.04 degree
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spacing. (Note that grids were created as square grids, so the narrow ing effect o f  
longitude at higher latitude actually enhances cell resolution slightly in the south.)
U sing Surfer, subtraction was perform ed betw een reflector grids, generating the 
thickness intervals or isopachs o f  intervening sedim entary units. For the purpose o f  
interpretation w ithin the focus o f  this investigation, two isopach m aps w ere generated. 
One shows the thickness o f  the m iddle-late Eocene (pre-EOT) sedim ent identified in the 
age m odel, and the other displays the thickness o f  overlying late Eocene-O ligocene 
(EOT) sedim ent laid down above the m iddle-late Eocene unconform ity. The reflectors 
used to derive these m aps additionally constitute a low erm ost unconform ity betw een the 
m iddle-late Eocene interval and underlying Cretaceous sedim ents and another 
unconform ity betw een the EOT interval and overlying suspected M iocene units (Erohina 
et ah, 2004, Cooper et ah, 1991). See Figure 4, in A ge M odel, section 1.5, for 
illustration.
2.3 Core Logging and Grain Size Analysis
The Eocene-O ligocene sections o f  cores recovered from ODP Sites 1166, 742, and 739 
w ere re-exam ined at the G u lf Coast Repository at Texas A& M  U niversity, College 
Station, Texas in July, 2013. Cores were visually re-described and photographed for the 
first tim e since their initial logging by  the shipboard scientific party during expeditions in 
1988 (739, 742) and 2001 (1166). (Re-description was deem ed necessary, as the 
expeditions used different classification schem es during the initial logging.) M ore 
im portantly, core sections were sam pled for investigation. Visual core description 
sum m aries are included in Appendix B.
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Sam ples from  the cores were purposefully taken to provide a high level o f  detail 
across the Eocene-O ligocene boundary. Each individual core section was sam pled at 
least once, how ever, additional samples were procured from  individual sections if  
sufficient changes in the lithologic character w ere noted. A total o f  253 sam ples covering 
a com bined drilled interval o f  584.39 m eters w ere extracted from  these Prydz Bay cores.
A M alvern M astersizer 2000 laser particle sizer was used to m easure the m atrix 
grain sizes in the aforem entioned sedim ent samples, w ith particle size detection in the 
range 0.02 to 2000 pm. (Gravel fraction was recorded separately based on visual logging 
in A ppendix B.) Like a m echanical sieve stack, this m achine partitions grain diam eter, 
how ever, it accom plishes this by quantifying the diam eter o f  each grain size class using 
laser diffractom etry. The specific diffraction theory used to determ ine the grain size is 
M ie theory, which estim ates grain diam eter via extinction efficiency, w hich is described 
as an effect o f  scatter and absorption (Sperazza et al., 2004).
The laser particle sizer is purported to have a very high level o f  instrum ental 
precision, reported by Sperazza et al. (2004) to generate an uncertainty o f  approxim ately 
1%. How ever, the accuracy o f  results is subject to two m ajor param eters, nam ely pum p 
speed and obscuration. Obscuration is related to the quantity o f  m aterial in suspension, 
being a function o f  the ability o f  light to pass through aliquot m aterial loaded in the 
instrum ent. In order to produce consistent precision, Sperazza et al. (2004) suggested the 
optim al w orking obscuration was betw een 15-20% for fine grain sedim ents. Coarser 
sedim ents, however, w ere observed to have m ore consistent precision at higher 
obscurations, near 25%  (Sperazza et al., 2004). For pum p speed, best results are 
suggested to occur betw een 1800 to 2300 rpm , with low er speeds not sufficient to evenly
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suspend coarse particles, and higher speeds causing excessive reading o f  the fíne fraction 
(Sperazza et ah, 2004).
For analysis o f  the Prydz Bay samples, pum p speeds and obscurations follow ed 
the standard operating procedure for m easuring sedim ents. This m ethod utilizes a pum p 
speed o f  2200 rpm, w ith a default acceptable ‘green line’ obscuration range o f  10-20%. 
How ever, given the coarseness o f  the samples from  the cores (which w ere observed to 
have significant fractions in the coarse to very coarse sand range), the optim al 
obscuration was expected to occur at a higher range. Thus, the optim al obscuration was 
inferred to be 20-30% , w ith a m inim um -m axim um  possible range o f  approxim ately 10- 
40% .
Pre-treatm ent o f  sam ples for the laser particle sizer followed the Sam ple  
Pretreatm ent fo r  Sediments with Negligible Biogenic Silica  and Sam ple Pretreatm ent fo r  
Sedim ents with Sm all Am ounts o f  B iogenic Silica, part o f  the standard operating 
procedure approved by M ontclair State U niversity for using the laser particle sizer. 
These treatm ents are based on the work o f  Konert & V andenberghe (1997). They are 
sim ilar, except that rem oval o f  biogenic silica includes some additional steps. (See 
A ppendix A for detailed sam ple preparation.) The determ ination to use one m ethod or 
the other was based on w hether silica/opal or diatom s had been reported at or near the 
sam ple location. For cores from Sites 742 and 739, opal content was approxim ated by 
H am brey et al. (1991) using diatom s found in sm ear slides. For cores from  Site 1166, 
silica was estim ated by the shipboard scientific party per O ’Brien et al. (2001) from 
interstitial w ater geochem istry, which was correlated to diatom  abundance.
Post-processing o f  laser particle sizer results converted raw  particle sizes (as 
percentage o f  volum e) into visual grain size distributions using Excel spreadsheets.
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G rain size statistics were also com puted for each sample, com prising m ean grain size (in 
term s o f  <|>), standard deviation, skew, and kurtosis. Calculations used to generate these 
statistics were derived from  Blott & Pye (2001) in their description o f  G RA D ISTA T, a 
grain size statistics calculation package. The particular m ethod utilized for this analysis 
follow ed the logarithm ic m ethods o f  m om ents, which was updated from Folk (1974).
2.4 Scanning Electron Microscope -  Microtexture Analysis
Surface textures o f  sedim ent grains as view ed via SEM , specifically quartz grains, have 
proven useful for identifying the environm ents that a grain has been subjected to 
(K rinsley & D oom kam p, 1973). This environm ental history can often be com plex, with 
m ultiple generations o f  textures present. For exam ple, grains that have been subjected to 
glacial w eathering m ay display conchoidal fracturing. I f  these grains also display gouges 
and abrasions superim posed on these fractures, it m ay be indicative o f  further rew orking 
(M argolis & Kennet, 1970).
For this investigation, a Hitachi S-3400N scanning electron m icroscope (SEM ) 
was used to analyze the surface textures o f  sedim ent grains sam pled from  Sites 739, 742, 
and 1166 to determ ine their environm ental origin and w eathering state. This was not 
perform ed on all 253 sam ples used for grain size, but rather a subset o f  these indicative o f  
seven distinct sedim entological units identified from the laser particle analysis. Specific 
m icrotexture classifications were derived from K rinsley & D oom kam p (1973) and 
M ahaney et al. (1996).
Grains w ith a diam eter o f  63 pm  to 2000 pm  were taken random ly from  each 
sam ple in order to provide an approxim ation o f  the grain textures for corresponding 
intervals. These w ere initially separated from  the m ain sam ple m ass by  w et screening
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through a 63 pm  m esh. (The fine fraction <63 pm  was separately collected and stored for 
ICP analysis). Grains were then washed w ith M illipore filtered w ater (not w ith  SnCl as 
per Strand et al. [2003] and others) in order to preserve surface features. They w ere then 
dried in a drying oven at 75°C and stored in a labeled dish. Forty quartz grains were 
tentatively selected from each sam ple using fine tweezers under m agnification. They 
w ere later m ounted for SEM  analysis on an alum inum  stub using carbon adhesive. 
(C om position o f  the grains was subsequently verified using a Bruker AXS X flash X -R ay 
D etector [XRD].)
To obtain the SEM  im agery, m icrographs derived from  secondary electron 
em ission were utilized in conjunction w ith gold coating o f  the aforem entioned grains. 
This is the process that has been used throughout m ultiple quartz grain texture studies 
dating from  the early 1970s to the present. The accelerating voltages utilized in these 
investigations have varied slightly, for exam ple, w ith 15 kV  used by  H elland et al. (1997) 
and 12 kV  used by  Strand et al. (2003). In the course o f  this investigation, accelerating 
voltages betw een 12 and 15 kV were utilized, ow ing to subjectivity in producing 
adequate im agery. Slight variations in settings were logged during m icrograph 
acquisition to ensure the im aging process is replicable by future investigators.
The process o f  describing and quantifying grain textures utilized a system  o f  
abundance ranks and descriptive m etrics to classify the incidence o f  specific textures. 
D uring acquisition, frequency and presence o f  m icrotextures were ranked according to 
N ew som e & Ladd (1999), w hich divided abundance into four classes: <2%  surface area 
= not present, 2-25%  surface area = present, 25-50%  surface area = abundant, and >75%  
= very abundant. Sphericity and roundness o f  individual particles were quantified using 
the Pow ers (1953) scale. Processed textural abundances were subsequently brought into
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the PA ST statistics software (H am m er et ah, 2001) in order to com pare sam ples against 
each other. The software was utilized to generate a correlation table, as w ell as a 
principal com ponent analysis, using surface m icrotextures to differentiate the samples.
2.5 ICP-OES -  Geochemistry
A H oriba Jobin-Y von U ltim a Inductively Coupled Plasm a Optical Em ission 
Spectrom eter (ICP-O ES) was utilized to derive m ajor and trace elem ent abundance for 
the fine fraction (<63 pm ) o f  the subset o f  sam ples selected previously for SEM  texture 
analysis. This was used to calculate the chem ical index o f  alteration (CIA), as well as 
determ ine several geochem ical ratios, including Al/Ti, Fe/Ti, K/Na, A l/Na, Zr/Sc, and 
Sr/Ba. G uidelines for preparing sam ples for ICP-OES generally follow ed the setup o f  
M urray et al. (2000), although the process in this case closely m irrors the previous w ork 
perform ed on glacial sedim ents at M ontclair State U niversity by  H ansen (2011). As part 
o f  this m ethod, m ultiple replicates o f  one o f  the sam ples and a rock standard w ere run in 
order to establish accuracy and precision for the instrum ent. (The accuracy and precision 
analysis is included in A ppendix C.) Processed geochem ical ratios and CIA w ere later 
brought into the PA ST software to create a principal com ponent analysis in order to 
determ ine the degree o f  separation am ongst the samples.
O f the geochem ical m etrics m entioned, perhaps the m ost useful in differentiating 
the sam ples is the CIA, which was first proposed by  N esbitt and Y oung (1982). 
C alculating this param eter potentially allows for two inferences. First, the purpose o f  the 
CIA is to determ ine w eathering history. This m eans differences and sim ilarities in the 
w eathering environm ent that produced the sam ples should be quantifiable. Second, 
changes in environm ent could be correlated to changes in other geochem ical ratios,
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w hich m ight further bolster the notion o f  a shift in sedim ent supply. This last point is 
particularly relevant i f  glacial activity is rew orking m aterial deposited at an earlier time. 
This w ould also have im plications for SEM  textures, perhaps being able to help 
distinguish the ordering o f  texture events and vice versa.
The Al/Ti ratio is useful due to its potential to in som e w ays distinguish the 
source o f  sedim ents based on the titanium  and alum inum  content o f  parent m aterial. 
Specifically, the ratio considers the variation o f  titanium  and alum inum  betw een m afic, 
interm ediate, and felsic rock sources, w ith low er ratios suggestive o f  a m afic source and 
higher ratios coincident w ith a felsic source (Taylor and M cLennan, 1985). B y tracking 
changes in this ratio through the range o f  sam ples, subsequent changes in sedim ent 
supply m ight be inferred.
The other geochem ical ratios are prim arily  usefiil for determ ining w eathering 
state. Fe/Ti (using the oxide states), for instance, m ay be useful because iron has been 
dem onstrated to leach out o f  detrital rocks faster than titanium , particularly  under 
conditions where substantial quantities o f  ilm enite grains are present (M orad, 1986) 
(Force, 1991). W eibel (2003) m ore explicitly defines the leaching environm ent, stating 
rem oval o f  iron probably occurs m ostly  in the saturated zone o f  soils. Here, iron is 
oxidized from  ilm enite grains and is likely rem oved through diffusion, w ith the process 
potentially  being enhanced by the presence o f  organic acids in groundwater. This process 
can create detrital rutiles -titan ium  oxide m inerals. It is im portant to note that W eibel’s 
analysis, how ever, focused on sandstones, w hile this investigation uses the m ud fraction 
for the geochem istry. W hile this would seem  to present an issue, M orad (1986) 
incorporated shales into his analysis and presented sim ilar results, suggesting that 
m udrocks can be sim ilarly depleted in iron content.
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K /N a and A l/N a are sim ilar to Fe/Ti in the sense that sodium  is m ore reactive 
(and thus, m ore easily rem oved during chem ical alteration) than either potassium  or 
alum inum , w hich m akes these ratios useful for determ ining w eathering state (Y ang et al., 
2006). This is bolstered by  Y ang et al. (2004), w ho noted that both  the K /N a and A l/N a 
ratios had a significant degree o f  correlation with the CIA in their study o f  Chinese river 
sedim ents. How well these ratios respond w ith CIA in a h igh latitude clim ate w ith 
potential m arine influence rem ains to be seen, although the inclusion o f  these ratios in the 
investigation is seen as useful, since a greater quantity o f  variables in a m ulti-variate 
analysis should enhance statistical differentiation.
A nother ratio included in this analysis is Sr/Ba, which follows this sam e trend as 
K/Na, Al/Na, and Fe/Ti, w ith strontium  being the m ore reactive com ponent in this ratio. 
(Y ang et al., 2006) However, Sun et al. (2005), citing earlier w ork under Sun et al. 
(2000), notes that Sr/Ba is also sensitive to m arine versus terrestrial deposition. Sun does 
not go on to define exactly w hy this is true, but a possibility  is that this has to do w ith 
seaw ater being enriched in strontium  relative to m eteoric w ater (Burton, 1990). This 
w ould im ply the presence o f  authigenic m inerals, perhaps som e form  o f  carbonate w ith 
strontium  substituted for calcium. How this ratio works w ith sedim ents from this study is 
not entirely clear, as Sun et al. (2005) do not define how  this ratio responds to other 
environm ental factors, or i f  it is subjective o f  particle size or biogenic influences. (In the 
Sun et al. [2005] study, grains were ground to ~75 pm  for ICP analysis rather than being 
sieved.) How ever, as w ith the other w eathering ratios, this ratio is included for the sake 
o f  increasing the num ber o f  variables in the geochem istry analysis.
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Laser Particle Sizer
G rain size distribution curves (size §  versus percent volum e o f  sample) and a com plete 
table o f  grain size statistics for all samples, including clay-silt-sand fraction, m ean <|>, 
skew, standard deviation, and kurtosis (and interpretation o f  values for skew, standard 
deviation, and kurtosis) are presented separately in Appendix A. Below is show n a 
com parison o f  the Eocene-O ligocene sections o f  all three sites, based on average m atrix 
grain size determ ined by  the laser particle sizer (Figure 5, next page). N ote that all core 
sections averaged in the silt range, although w ith variations from  coarse to very fine silt. 
A n observation from visual logging, the presence o f  coal clasts, is also included in this 
figure, indicated by  gray shading. Coal clasts were seen throughout 1166A, as well as the 
low er part o f  742A. A nother figure is shown below  the first, illustrating each hole w ith 
accom panying area plot o f  percentage clay-silt-sand fraction, as well as bar graphs o f  

















Figure 5. Eocene-Oligocene cores from Holes 1166A, 742A, and 739C, shown side by side with 
laser particle sizer derived average matrix grain sizes for each sample (253 samples in total). All 
average grain sizes were within the silt range. Depth in meters below seafloor (aligned to middle 
of each sample increment) is shown to the right of each core. A key is provided, color coding the 
average grain sizes for categories of coarse, medium, fine, and very fine silt. Possible position of 
EOT-1 is based on magnetics from Florindo et al. (2003) and palynology from Macphail & 
Truswell (2004). Oi-1 placement is per Houben et al. (2011). Also shown is observation of coal 
clasts from visual logging of lithology, indicated by sections highlighted in gray.
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Figure 6. Eocene-Oligocene core sections from Holes 1166A, 742A, and 739C displayed stacked 
on top of each other (not to imply stratigraphic relation), with accompanying percentage of matrix 
clay-silt-sand, and graphs of kurtosis and standard deviation.
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Com paring average grain size w ith clay-silt-sand percentage, standard deviation, and 
kurtosis in Figure 6, it is possible to identify two broad intervals in the Eocene-O ligocene 
core sections from  Hole 1166A, divided at approxim ately 158.0 m bsf. The low er unit is 
enriched in sand sized particles relative to the upper unit, as well as featuring a higher 
standard deviation and low er kurtosis. Values for the latter two m etrics describe this 
low er interval as being both very poorly sorted and well graded (prim arily platykurtic 
distribution o f  grain sizes). The upper interval, conversely, is less poorly sorted, w ith 
reduced grading, ow ing to high kurtosis values that give sam ples in this interval prim arily  
m esokurtic and leptokurtic distributions.
In the Eocene-O ligocene core sections from Hole 742A, three intervals can be 
identified, divided at approxim ately 305.0 m b sf and approxim ately 200.0 m bsf. The 
low erm ost interval is in its bottom m ost section enriched in sand, w ith very poor sorting 
and broad sedim ent distributions sim ilar to the low er interval o f  1166A. It grades tow ards 
less sand, slightly im proved sorting, and slightly reduced grading, before the m iddle 
interval is reached, above approxim ately 305.0 m bsf. Values for standard deviation 
increase into the m iddle unit, m aking the unit m ore poorly sorted than im m ediately below  
in the low er interval. Kurtosis values also reduce slightly, and all distributions in the 
m iddle interval becom e predom inantly platykurtic, indicating w ell graded grain size 
distributions. A bove 200.0 m bsf, standard deviation values begin to fall, and kurtosis 
values begin to increase (with predom inantly leptokurtic and m esokurtic distributions 
tow ards the top o f  the core), indicating a slight im provem ent in sorting and a decrease in 
grading.
The Eocene-O ligocene core sections from Hole 739C are partitioned into two 
intervals sim ilarly to 1166A, divided at approxim ately 319.0 m bsf. Relative to the upper
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interval o f  739C, the low er interval is m uch m ore poorly sorted and well graded, with 
prim arily platykurtic to m esokurtic grain size distributions. A bove 319.0 m bsf, sorting 
im proves and grain size distributions becom e m uch less graded, featuring m esokurtic to 
leptokurtic distributions. The silt fraction o f  the gravel-free m atrix also increases in the 
upper part o f  73 9C, being about 70%  o f  the sedim ent m atrix volum e in the upper interval 
com pared to about 45%  in the low er interval.
As described in the M ethods, samples for m icrotexture and geochem ical analysis 
were taken from the cores based on the laser particle sizer analysis and core descriptions. 
The seven intervals divided am ongst the three sites were the basis o f  this sam pling, and 
care w as taken to take m aterial from each interval that was representative o f  the m ajority 
o f  the m aterial w ithin each o f  the units. (No special sam pling preference for finer or 
coarser grained units was necessary, since the m ajority o f  core m aterial contained 
sufficient grain size fractions for both m icrotexture and grain size analysis.) The exact 
sam ples (IODP description) are stated below , along with accom panying shorthand, for 
ease o f  identification in figures (Table 2). Shorthand descriptions are condensed to site 
num ber and “U ”, “M ”, and “L”, indicating “upper”, “m iddle”, and “low er”, corresponding 
to the location o f  the interval in the Eocene-O ligocene sections o f  each site. Locations o f  
sam ples in drill holes are graphically depicted in Figure 7, next page.
Table 2. Microtexture and Geochemical Sample Depth, IODP Sample Name, and Shorthand
Labels
Depth IODP Sample Name Shorthand Label
MBSF Core.Section.Location (cm) Core.Relative Interval
242.09 739 32R1 99-101 739U
450.5 739 55R2 10-12 739L
193.23 742 22R2 103-105 742U
249.08 742 28R1 58-60 742M
314.52 742 34R6 72-74 742L
143.24 1166 16R1 104-106 1166U
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Figure 7. Sample locations used for geochemical and microtextural analysis are indicated on core 
sections with green dots and labeled with core number and “U”, “M”, and “L”, indicating “upper”, 
“middle”, and “lower” section of the core for ease of reading. Exact sample location, including 
IODP section number and location within section are noted in Table 2.
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3.2 Microtexture Analysis
Raw ranking o f  textures and qualification o f  sphericity/roundness are included in 
A ppendix D. As m entioned in the m ethods, ranks for textures were based on abundance 
classes. However, to produce m eaningful statistics, ranks were converted to a sim ple 
‘presen t’ and ‘not presen t’ schem e for each m icrotexture. The percentage o f  grains per 
sam ple featuring a given texture was then calculated. This was used to construct Table 3, 
below , which shows the overall abundance o f  m echanical and chem ical m icrotextures for 
each sam ple based on their appearance on the surface o f  individual grains. The table has 
been color coded to show trends in abundances, w ith a key provided beneath.





Table 3 indicates that there is very little difference in chem ical texture betw een the 
sam ples, although 739U features a significantly greater abundance o f  overgrow ths than 
the other samples. In term s o f  m echanical textures, there appears to be a trend m oving 
from  sam ple 1166L to 739U (essentially, upward in the stratigraphy). Tow ards sam ple
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739U, the abundance o f  nearly all the m echanical textures seem s to increase. This can be 
seen sim ply by  observing the num ber o f  green cells (>75%  abundance) near the bottom  o f  
the table as com pared to the top.
The abundance values from  Table 3 were brought into the PA ST statistics package 
to produce a correlation table and principal com ponent analysis (PCA). How ever, due to 
the lack o f  differences in the chemical textures, statistics were only m eaningful for the 
m echanical textures. Figure 8 shows the results o f  the PCA w ith b ivariate plot and 
m inim um  span tree. N early all o f  the m echanical textures graph on one side o f  the plot, 
w ith a group o f  sam ples on side, and another group on the other. This strongly im plies 
that the m echanism  driving the difference betw een the two groups is predom inantly  the 
general abundance o f  the m echanical textures, rather than variations in individual textures. 
The PCA therefore seem s to confirm  the previously noted observations o f  Table 3, since 
the group w hich features the greatest abundance o f  m echanical textures consists o f  742M , 
742U, 739L, and 739U, w hile the group which features the least abundance is com posed 
o f  1166L, 742L, and 1166U.
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Figure 8. Principal component analysis of samples using presence of mechanical microtextures. 
Samples 1166L, 1166U, and 742L plot together in one group, while the remaining samples plot in 
a separate group. The primary difference between the two groups appears to be driven by the 
abundance of the mechanical textures.
The difference in the groups is further noted in the correlation table generated by  PAST, 
based on the m echanical textures (Table 4, next page). Sam ples 1166L, 1166U, and 742L 
are m ore than 75%  correlated am ongst each other, w hile correlation to the rem aining 
sam ples is in the range o f  7% to 58%. In the second group, sam ples 742M , 742U, and 
739L are all m ore than 70%  correlated am ongst each other. 739U is 87%  correlated to 
739L, although only 60 to 63%  correlated to 742M  and 742U, w hich suggests that it 
form s a sm aller subgroup o f  sim ilarity within the second group. The greatest difference 
betw een any sam ples generally occurs betw een the 1166 sam ples and the 739 samples, 
w hich are only 7 to 33%  correlated.
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Table 4. Correlation table displaying % similarity of samples based on presence of
mechanical textures ______
1166L 1166U 742L 742M 742U 739L 739U
1166L 77% 42% 44% 33% 20%
116611 76%
P 1 1 M
37% 58% 25% 7%
742L 77% 78% 58% 50% 49%
742M 42% 37% 49%
80%
80% 71% 63%
742U 44% 58% 58% 73% 60%
739L 33% 25% 50% 71% 73% 87%






Raw norm alized weight % and elem ent abundances in ppm  for individual sam ple runs on 
the ICP-OES are included in Appendix C. Table 5, below , displays the final geochem ical 
ratios calculated from  the average elem ental abundances produced by the ICP-OES for the 
seven samples.
Table 5. Geochemical ratios for major and trace elements
1166L 11661) 742L 742M 742 U 739L 739U
CIA 79.86 79.44 81.20 70.53 74.23 54.38 63.03
Zr/Sc ratio 24.07 11.55 24.49 24.50 18.20 19.98 18.40
Sr/Ba ratio 0.18 0.24 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.11 0.23
Fe/Ti ratio 3.60 7.07 3.47 5.49 6.10 7.14 7.21
K/Na ratio 12.18 4.89 11.33 5.83 6.67 6.24 2.76
Al/Na ratio 64.04 34.69 65.61 22.58 29.96 26.69 11.27
Al/Ti ratio 28.50 24.21 24.72 18.59 20.38 19.70 18.62
Generally, the CIA shows a trend o f  decreasing w eathering signal from 1166 to 739, with 
values close to 80 for 1166L, 1166U, and 742L, values near 70 for the rem ainder o f  742, 
and values near 60 for 739L and 739U. Parallel trends appear to be reflected in the other 
geochem ical ratios, although there is inconsistency when com paring 1166U to 1166L and 
742L. Figure 9, below , shows the results o f  principal com ponent analysis perform ed by 
PAST, using the geochem ical ratios shown above. The sam e groupings present from  the 
m icrotextural analysis appear again, although in this case the sim ilarities and differences
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in the group o f  1166L, 1166U, and 742L are som ew hat m odified. Since individual ratios 
in the bivariate plot extend to one side o f  the com ponent plot, and since the groups are 
divided betw een two sides o f  the plot, an inference can be m ade that the prim ary elem ent 
differentiating the two groups is the degree o f  w eathering o f  the sam ple sedim ent. This is 
because, w ith the partial exception o f  Al/Ti ratio, all o f  the ratios are dependent to som e 
degree on w eathering history.
Component 1
Figure 9. Principal component analysis of samples using geochemical ratios. Samples 1166L, 
1166U, and 742L plot together in one group, while the remaining samples plot in a separate group 
that is especially well differentiated with respect to samples 1166L and 742L. The in-group 
relationship between 1166L/742L and 1166U is not as well defined as the relationship between 




As described in the M ethods, isopach thickness m aps using tw o-w ay travel tim e were 
generated for the suspected m iddle-late Eocene (pre-EOT) interval and the overlying late 
Eocene-O ligocene (EOT) interval. These m aps are shown below , oriented north up, using 
square grids (Figure 10). Note the longitudinal lines (x-axis), which are depicted as 
perpendicular to latitude, w ould in reality be com pressed towards to south to com pensate 
for the curvature o f  the Earth. Thus, what is shown below  is actually stretched relative to 
the true dim ensions o f  the m apped area, sim ilar to what a M ercator m ap projection m ight 
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Figure 10. North-up oriented square grid isopach thickness maps of mid-late Eocene sediment, 
top, and late Eocene-Oligocene (EOT) sediment, bottom. Thickness is two-way travel time in 




Core sections from  Site 1166 are perhaps the easiest to interpret from  the results o f  the 
current investigation because the differences in the upper and low er sections are fairly 
dram atic. As noted in the results, there is a m arked increase in m atrix sorting tow ards the 
upper interval o f  H ole 1166A (above 158.0 m bsf), as well as fining up o f  sedim ent, w ith 
the low er interval o f  1166A being com posed o f  beds w ith m ean m atrix grain sizes in the 
range o f  coarse to m edium  silts while beds in the upper interval are in the range o f  
m edium  to fine silt (Figure 6, Results). The sand fraction o f  the m atrix in the upper 
interval o f  1166A (-15 -20%  o f  total m atrix volum e) is also approxim ately h a lf  o f  the 
fraction noted in the low er interval (-35-40%  o f  total m atrix volum e).
Visual logging o f  cores from 1166A (see A ppendix B) follows the upper/low er 
dichotom y from the particle sizer, w ith the low er interval o f  1166A featuring abundant 
m assively bedded gray sand/sandstone w ith yellow ish to brow nish stains suggestive o f  
soil horizons, w hile the upper interval o f  1166 A features olive gray silty 
claystone/m udstone w ith extensive bioturbation/burrow ing, a few shell fragm ents, and 
frequent interlam ination. Taken together with the particle sizer results, the visual logging 
agrees w ith the palynological assessm ent o f  M acphail & Trusw ell (2004) that the upper 
interval represents a m arine environm ent, w hile the low er interval is indicative o f  a m ore 
terrestrial setting.
In cores from  Hole 742A, the low erm ost section (described visually  as 
interlam inated sandstone/siltstone) features clay-silt-sand fractions that are superficially 
sim ilar to the low er sand/sandstone interval o f  1166A, although the m atrix  sand fraction 
grows progressively sm aller up core before shifting abruptly at 305.0 m sbf. The sorting in
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the low erm ost portion o f  742A is also com parable to the low er interval o f  1166A (very 
poorly sorted), and both intervals were noted in visual core descriptions to contain 
contorted bedding near their bases. Based on processes occurring in m odem  glacial 
environm ents, the origin o f  this contorted bedding is suspected to be indicative o f  
m arginal glacial processes occurring in a fluvioglacial setting per Benn et al. (2003) - th is  
will be discussed in m ore detail in the Synthesis (sections 4.5) o f  the D iscussion.
The m iddle section o f  742A betw een 305.0 and -2 0 0 .0  m bsf, w hile deposited 
above the M id-Late Eocene unconform ity, is lithologically dissim ilar from  the likely 
sim ilarly stratigraphically positioned upper interval o f  1166A. This section is described 
prim arily  as a non-bioturbated gray sandy siltstone and silty sandstone, w hile the upper 
interval o f  1166A is described as olive gray bioturbated claystone/m udstone. In the visual 
logs, the bedding tends be frequently m assive, although there are significant interbeds o f  
both  silt and sand. C lay-silt-sand is close to 30% -45% -25%  total volum e, nearly  evenly 
m ixed (as w ould be expected in the m atrix com ponent o f  a tm e diam ictite, especially 
given the m assive bedding), which is m uch different than the upper section o f  1166A, 
w hich is predom inantly a silt m atrix (-70% ). No bioturbation and shell fragm ents are 
noted, and as Tm sw ell (1991) notes, palynom orphs are scarce. This m ay im ply that the 
m aterial was laid down relatively fast, or perhaps in an environm ent that w as not 
conducive to preservation o f  palynom orphs, such as a subglacial or very close proxim ity 
proglacial setting, assum ing glacial conditions predom inated.
The upper section o f  742A, above -2 0 0  m b sf is visually sim ilar to the m iddle 
section (described as a gray sandy m udstone and m uddy sandstone com pared to the gray 
sandy siltstone and silty sandstone o f  the m iddle section), although from  m atrix grain size 
analysis the clay fraction increases to approxim ately 40%  o f  total volum e at the expense
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o f  the sand fraction. A jum p up in kurtosis values and a decrease in standard deviation 
shows that this section also becom es m ore sorted than the m iddle section. Like the m iddle 
interval o f  742A, the upper interval o f  742A sim ilarly lacks palynom orphs (Trusw ell, 
1991). This im plies there m ay have been som e sim ilarities in the environm ental 
conditions betw een the two intervals (possibly glacial conditions ow ing to the diam ictite- 
like m atrix grain size distributions o f  the m iddle interval), although different enough that 
deposited sedim ent becam e slightly m ore sorted and finer up core. This slight difference 
m ay be indicative o f  a subglacial environm ent transitioning to a proglacial environm ent. 
The low er section o f  Hole 739C (below 319.0 m bsf) both  visually from  core logging 
(described as a gray-brow nish gray clayey silty sand and a sandy diam ictite), and in term s 
o f  clay-silt-sand fraction, appears very sim ilar to the upper section o f  Hole 742A. W hile 
the low er part o f  739C is slightly m ore platykurtic overall than the upper interval o f  742A, 
they have sim ilar kurtosis values, overlapping in the m esokurtic range. The clay-silt-sand 
fraction in both intervals is m ore or less identical, being about 40% -45% -15%  o f  total 
volum e. From  visual core logs, it is notable that both units also contain no shell fragm ents 
or any other m acroscopic m arine features.
The upper section o f  Hole 739C (above 319.0 m bsf), features a m arked 
im provem ent in sorting and decrease in grading over the interval below , have m esokurtic 
to leptokurtic distributions. Its cl ay-silt-sand fraction is about 15% -70% -15%, w hich is 
very sim ilar to upper section o f  1166A, which is suggested from this investigation to have 
been deposited in a m arine environm ent. G iven the presence o f  shell fragm ents and a few 
w orm  tubes noted in the visual core logs, and factoring in the presence o f  m arine 
dinocysts per H ouben et al. (2011) and B aldauf & Barron (1991), it therefore seem s very 
likely that this interval was sim ilarly laid down in a m arine setting.
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4.2 Microtexture Analysis
From  the Results section, the PCA analysis and correlation table o f  grain m icrotextures 
(see Figure 8 and Table 3) show that sedim ent sam ples 1166L, 1166U, and 742L form  one 
distinct group, w hile 742M , 742U, 739L, and 739U form another distinct group. The 
prim ary feature driving the difference betw een these two groups is the sim ple abundance 
o f  m echanical m icrotextures, w ith the presence o f  individual textures significantly 
enhanced in the group containing sam ples from  Site 739 versus the group containing 
sam ples from Site 1166.
Interestingly, w hile the two groups have very sim ilar chem ical texture abundances, 
it was noted w hile exam ining grains from  H ole 1166A that there w ere instances o f  double 
overprinting. That is to say, som e grains appeared to have m echanical textures that were 
overprinted w ith two different generations o f  chem ical textures. There are two 
possibilities to explain this. The first possibility  is that the 1166 group (per the results, the 
low er part o f  742 is included in this group, although it was not directly noted to feature 
double overprinting) features two generations o f  w eathering events, w hile the group o f  
742M , 742U, 739L, and 739U feature only one generation o f  w eathering. The other 
option is that all o f  the grains across all cores feature prom inent diagenetic alteration, but 
only the m aterial from  the 1166 group has a pre-diagenetic w eathering signal. Regardless 
o f  origin, since this signal was not properly accounted for in SEM  analysis, this aspect o f  
double/pre-diagenetic w eathering is believed to m anifest as a decrease in the abundance o f  
m echanical textures in the 1166 group. The im plication is that a sizable portion o f  
m echanical textures in this group m ight have been obliterated or obscured by an initial 
round o f  chem ical w eathering that did not occur for the 739 group. (See Figures 11, 12,
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and 13 for exam ples o f  double overprinting, and Figure 14 for a contrast in grades o f  
chem ical alteration, below )
A dditionally, it is particularly interesting that 1166U is sim ilar to 1166L and 742L, 
and that 742M  is sim ilar to 742U, 739L, and 739U. Both the upper part o f  1166 and 
m iddle part o f  742 appear to have been laid down above the m iddle-late Eocene 
unconform ity, but only 1166U appears to feature signs o f  surface w eathering. This 
im plies a separation in tim e and/or space o f  these samples. Potentially, the interval 
containing 1166U could have been laid dow n prior to the interval containing 742M , w ith a 
notable change in environm ental conditions occurring in Prydz Bay during the intervening 
time. This change is reinforced by  the geochem istry, which suggests the shift in 
environm ental conditions m ay be the result o f  enhanced glaciation.
Figure 11. SEM micrograph close-up of quartz grain surface on 1166L stub. A solution pit 
(towards the upper middle-right of image) can be seen in an already precipitated/dissolved terrain, 
printed over an area of possible fractured plates/breakage.
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Figure 12. SEM micrograph close-up of quartz grain surface on 1166L stub. A “skin” of 
precipitation appears to show evidence of being dissolved, and the precipitation itself appears to 
potentially overly an existing chemically weathered surface, suggesting multiple generations of 
weathering or a combination of weathering and diagenetic alteration.
Figure 13. SEM micrograph close-up of quartz grain surface on 1166L stub. A likely conchoidal 
fracture area (lower left) is overprinted by partly dissolved terrain, which is further overprinted by 
two different types of growth (a smooth “dark” growth near middle of image, and a rough “bright” 
growth/precipitation [itself possibly partly dissolved] at lower right).
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Figure 14. SEM micrographs of grains from sample 739L showing fresh quartz grain with few 
chemical textures present (left), as well as another grain with close to 50% of surface covered by 
precipitation, obliterating portion of mechanical textures (right).
4.3 Geochemistry
The results o f  the geochem istry strongly support the results o f  the m icrotextural analysis 
to a degree m uch greater than could have been anticipated in the early stages o f  
investigation. To this end, the m ost correlative geochem ical m etrics are the CIA and the 
A l/Ti ratio. The com bination o f  samples 1166L, 1166U, and 742L all feature CIA values 
near 80 and Al/Ti ratios in the range o f  24-29. Alternatively, the group o f  742M , 742U, 
739L, and 739U all feature Al/Ti ratios near 20, w ith the CIA for 742M /742U  close to 70, 
and the CIA  for 739L/739U close to 60.
The higher CIA values for the group with 1166 sam ples im plies a strong chem ical 
w eathering signal (N esbitt & Young, 1982). Coincidentally, the low er cores from  Hole 
742A and a w ide distribution o f  cores from Hole 1166A were noted in visual core logging 
to contain abundant coal clasts. These clasts do not appear in the upper cores o f  Hole 
742A and are extrem ely rare in Hole 739C, com prising only two isolated instances o f  
granule size fragm ents. As coal seam s are predom inant in the A m ery Group (H oldgate et
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al., 2005), this im plies that the m aterial m ay have been sourced locally in the Prince 
Charles M ountains along the western m argin o f  Prydz Bay.
That the 739 sam ples feature lower CIA values (close to fresh granite, according to 
N esbitt and Y oung [1982)]) likely m eans that the m aterial in these sam ples w ere derived 
under fully glacial erosion conditions, w ith a lack o f  chem ical m odification. The in- 
betw een CIA values for the m iddle and upper part o f  Hole 742A m ay therefore signify 
som e transition in clim ate, w ith tem perate conditions potentially giving w ay to colder, 
polar conditions. This possible change in clim ate/w eathering conditions appears to 
coincide w ith a potential change in sourcing, as no coal clasts are seen in the m iddle o f  
Hole 742A, and clasts are absent to extrem ely rare at points further up in the stratigraphic 
colum n.
That the Al/Ti ratios for 1166A and the lower part o f  742A are so sim ilar seem s to 
confirm  they are likely sourced from the same region. The sam e is true for the other core 
sections, which all have Al/Ti values very close to 20. This difference affirm s there w as a 
significant change in the source areas feeding sedim ent into Prydz Bay in the late Eocene. 
I f  frilly glacial conditions began to occur in the area o f  Prydz Bay by  the tim e the m iddle 
interval o f  742A was laid down, the change m ight well be attributable to the dem ise o f  
local wet based glaciation and the onset o f  ice sheet advance - th is  could explain the drop 
o ff  in coal clasts, assum ing this attribute is truly indicative o f  local sourcing versus 
sourcing from  the hinterlands.
The other ratios, being proxies for w eathering conditions, sim ilarly support the 
CIA, although 1166U in these ratios appears m uch less w eathered than 1166L and 742L. 
Exam ining the PC A plot (Figure 9, section 3.3 in the Results) 1166U actually graphs 
m uch further apart from 1166L and 742L than in the m icrotextural analysis. Sim ilarly,
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this sam e inconsistency w ith the geochem ical ratios occurs for sam ple 73 9U, w hich also 
appears to be less w eathered than its counterpart in 739L. This is particularly true when 
regarding 739U ’s K /N a and Al/Na, which are sm aller relative to 739L, despite 739U 
having a CIA that is actually slightly higher than that o f  739L. Notably, dinocyst/diatom  
assem blages for the sections containing 1166U (M acphail & Trusw ell, 2004) and 739U 
(B aldauf & Barron, 1991) suggest these have an open m arine influence, w hich is not 
apparent in the other relevant core sections. From a cursory perspective, this could be 
interpreted to suggest that som e aspect o f  the m arine environm ent m ight be altering the 
non-CIA  w eathering ratios in these sections. However, it is equally probable that the 
effect m ay actually be the result o f  processes that do not necessarily coincide w ith m arine 
deposition. Further investigation will be required to determ ine the causative agents 
responsible for this inconsistency.
Regarding the PCA analysis o f  the geochem istry, w hich corroborates the 
groupings o f  the m icrotextural analysis, it is notable that 1166L and 742L graph nearly  on 
top o f  each other. I f  the PA ST software is asked to provide a correlation num ber for these 
two sam ples, it returns a value o f  0.99868, or a 99.8%  probability o f  sim ilarity. Thus, 
geochem ically speaking, the low er part o f  Hole 1166A and low er part o f  Hole 742A are 
v irtually  identical based on the lim ited sam ple set presented here. How ever, to determ ine 
the reliability  o f  this relationship m ore sam ples will need to be taken across all core 
sections in order to am plify the statistical differences betw een units.
4.4 Seismic
The results o f  the seism ic investigation seem to reveal a dram atic shift in sedim entation 
during the Eocene into the early Oligocene. Coincident w ith the suspected m iddle-late
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Eocene (pre-EOT) section, there is a belt o f  relatively thick sedim ent that extends from 
southw est to northeast across the study area (Figure 10, in the Results). Reflector traces 
through the bottom  contact o f  the belt (which corresponds to the Cretaceous 
unconform ity), shows this swath o f  m iddle-late Eocene m aterial exists inside o f  a valley­
like trough structure.
Since the trough is coincident with the Cretaceous unconform ity, it is som ew hat 
certain that it is an erosional feature generated at som e point betw een the late Cretaceous 
and the m iddle-late Eocene. This interpretation is supported by  the investigation o f  
Erohina et al. (2004), w hich notes that layered reflections in the Cretaceous interval are 
truncated southw est o f  Site 742, coincident w ith the area o f  the trough. G iven the 
architecture o f  the Lam bert G raben itself, w hich turns slightly northeast at its m outh along 
the shelf, it is probable that this trough m ay represent the axis o f  a large fluvial valley that 
drained Prydz Bay during the early Cenozoic. This would explain the dow ncutting into 
the Cretaceous sedim ent and w ould also im ply a relative sea level fall in the area at the 
tim e o f  trough form ation, w ith depocenters having m igrated further offshore. The 
infilling o f  the trough with Eocene sedim ent im plies that, i f  there w as a relative decrease 
in sea level closer in tim e to the EOT, it m ay have been fairly short lived. To fill the 
trough w ith late Eocene sedim ent there are at least two possibilities (w hich m ay have 
occurred sim ultaneously). Either the offshore regions w ere sufficiently filled with 
sedim ent and deposition began to m igrate back up the em baym ent, or relative sea level 
increased, w hich w ould have converted the trough into functional accom m odation space.
Presum ably, i f  inland erosion increased as a result o f  glacial action (as is im plied 
by  the CIA  decrease previously m entioned), it could im ply that offshore depocenters were 
overw helm ed during tem porary stable stands o f  sea level. A m odel o f  glacial erosion by
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W ilson et al. (2012) indicated that erosion o f  inland areas as a result o f  ice expansion 
during the Eocene-O ligocene m ay have been capable o f  filling the Lam bert G raben to sea 
level, creating a terrestrial environm ent at the location o f  the drill sites. W ilson et al. 
(2012) further explains that post-Eocene erosion o f  the Lam bert G raben occurred as ice 
radiated outw ard to the coast, deepening the basin significantly. Evidently, this later 
episode o f  erosion did not disrupt the Cretaceous unconform ity in the vicinity  o f  the drill 
sites, since the seism ic data shows the m iddle-late Eocene interval fully blankets the area.
The suspected late Eocene-O ligocene (EOT) section above the m iddle-late Eocene 
sedim ents (Figure 10, in the Results) shows that deposition changed abruptly, no longer 
‘filling in the cracks’, but actively expanding the depositional front seaw ard, as the 
thickest sequences in this interval are offshore, towards the outer continental shelf. I f  
large-scale continental glaciation was occurring at this tim e, as is potentially  suggested by 
the geochem ical and quartz grain m icrotexture analyses referred to in the previous 
sections, relatively large volum es o f  sedim ent m ay have been transported to the shelf, 
which could have forced m aterial to prograde at the shelf break.
4.5 Synthesis
4.5.1 Contemporary Analogy for Eocene Environment of Prydz Bay
The geochem ical analysis, in conjunction w ith the m icrotextural analysis, suggest 
chem ical w eathering was significant at Prydz Bay w hen m aterial recovered from  Site 
1166 and the lowest interval o f  Site 742 was deposited in the m iddle to late Eocene. 
Cantrill & Poole (2012) and M acphail & Truswell (2004) describe late Eocene conditions 
at Prydz Bay as being particularly  wet, w ith forests present, w hich could have contributed 
organic acids to soils and runoff, enhancing chem ical weathering. A ccording to the
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N ational O ceanic and A tm ospheric A dm inistration (NOAA) o f  the U nited States, there 
are four locations in northw estern North A m erica that have a clim ate sim ilar to the 
inferred clim ate o f  Prydz Bay in the Eocene. These are Annette, Juneau, V aldez, and 
Y akutat in the southeastern part o f  Alaska. O f the four, Juneau and V aldez are probably 
the m ost sim ilar, especially since their annual precipitation is closer to Eocene Prydz Bay 
than the other two sites. A table is provided below , for com parison, using th irty  year 
averages from N O A A  (2012) and clim ate param eters for Eocene Prydz Bay from  Cantrill 
& Poole (2012).
Table 6. Comparison of annual precipitation, temperature, and relative 
humidity (30-year averages) in southeastern Alaska compared to Eocene 
___________________________ Prydz Bay____________ _______________
Mean Temp (°C) Mean Precip. (mm) Rei. Humidity (%)
Prydz Bay Less than 12 1200-1500 High
Annette 8.1 2580 High (73%)
Juneau 5.6 1580 High (71%)
Valdez 3.2 1803 High (69%)
Yakutat 4.6 3940 High (77%)
In contem porary southeastern Alaska, conditions are such that com plex plant com m unities 
are capable o f  existing in close proxim ity to large tem perate glaciers. A n exam ple occurs 
at the M alaspina G lacier, located near Y akutat at 60 degrees latitude (w hich is sim ilar in 
latitude to Prydz Bay). This glacier is presently one o f  largest tem perate/tidew ater 
glaciers in the world, covering an area com parable to U.S. state o f  Rhode Island 
(G ustavson and Boothroyd, 1987). The glacier is sourced in the Chugach M ountains, 
w hich host one third o f  A laska’s glaciated landscape (M olnia, 2008). W hile these 
m ountains abut w hat are described by  Shulski and W endler (2007) as som e o f  the 
w arm est parts o f  A laska, they receive heavy snowfall, ow ing to their height and proxim ity 
to m oisture laden air over the G u lf o f  Alaska. Shulski and W endler (2007) note that
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Thom pson Pass, located in the Chugach M ountains near Valdez, consistently receives 
A laska’s highest recorded snowfall, averaging 1400 cm per year.
The presence o f  a tidew ater glacier sim ilar to the M alaspina G lacier w ould explain 
som e o f  the features previously observed in sedim ents from H ole 1166A and the low er 
interval o f  H ole 742A. In term s o f  m icrotextures and CIA, a tidew ater glacier in a w arm er 
hum id clim ate could explain how m echanical textures were potentially overprinted by 
chem ical w eathering, w ith grains being first worked by  glacial action and then 
precipitated/dissolved by chem ical action in fluvioglacial outwash. The M alaspina 
G lacier, for exam ple, hosts an extensive system  o f  island-like bars split by  m eltw ater 
stream s and covered w ith vegetation where it m eets the sea (G ustavson and Boothroyd, 
1987). The contorted bedding previously m entioned in the grain size analysis (section 
4.1) could also be explained by a glacier sim ilar to M alaspina. Contorted beds are often 
seen in areas w here sedim ent is deposited over ice, typically along glacial m argins. As ice 
m elts and retreats, support is rem oved causing beds to sag erratically (Benn et al., 2003).
The source area for a possible tidew ater glacier w as probably in the Prince Charles 
M ountains over 200 km  to the southwest. This is based on abundant coal clasts found in 
H ole 1166A and in the lowest interval o f  Hole 742A, w hich m ay be indicative o f  the 
A m ery Group sedim ents retained in the m ountain chain. W hile 200 km  seem s im probably 
distant, the M alaspina Glacier, for exam ple, extends dozens o f  kilom eters from  its source 
m ountains into the sea and coastal plain (G ustavson and Boothroyd, 1987).
4.5.2 Reconstruction of Sedimentation Based on Results of this Study 
The com bination o f  all four analyses undertaken during the course o f  this investigation, in 
tandem  w ith past research efforts, provides for a reconstruction surrounding the 
depositional events o f  the EOT at Prydz Bay. Based on seism ic investigation, som etim e
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before the m iddle-late Eocene (but after or during the late Cretaceous) a significant 
channel was eroded through a likely coastal plain setting com posed o f  Cretaceous 
sedim ent at the m outh o f  Prydz Bay. By approxim ately late Eocene tim e, a tidew ater 
glacial system , perhaps sim ilar to the M alaspina G lacier in contem porary southeastern 
A laska, was functioning in the area, recorded by  the intervals present at the base o f  Holes 
1166A and 742A.
Both o f  the aforem entioned intervals grade upw ard from contorted bedded, poorly 
sorted silty sands and sandy silts to slightly better sorted m aterial, w ith  alm ost equal 
portions o f  m atrix clay-silt-sand. At Site 1166, there is an abrupt transition through the 
relevant core sections at -1 5 8 .0  m bsf, and m aterial further grades up into significantly 
better sorted and predom inantly silty m aterial based on m atrix grain size analysis. This 
sequence m ay indicate a roll back o f  the tidew ater glacial front. In this scenario, the 
earliest/low est contorted beds are consistent w ith m arginal glacial processes per Benn et 
al. (2003). As the glacier backed away, non-contorted but yet still poorly sorted sedim ent 
was deposited as outw ash in front o f  the glacier, form ing bars and channels sim ilar to 
w hat is seen at the m outh o f  the present-day M alaspina Glacier. (G ustavson and 
Boothroyd, 1987)
W hy the glacier backed aw ay m ay have been a function o f  increasing relative sea 
level. The increase in sorting and coincident increase in silt m atrix content in the upper 
part o f  Hole 1166A im plies a less energetically dynam ic environm ent replaced the p ro­
glacial outw ash setting. This is likely consistent w ith a m ore m arine setting (especially 
ow ing to the proxim ity this environm ent w ould have had relative to the previous outwash 
environm ent), and this is bolstered by the M acphail & Trusw ell (2004) palynological 
analysis, w hich indicates an abundance o f  m arine taxa in relevant core sections.
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W here the record continues in the m iddle cores o f  Hole 742A, significant 
environm ental changes are inferred to have occurred at Prydz Bay. Al/Ti ratios show that 
a sw itch in sedim ent sourcing likely occurred, and CIA values begin to decrease up core, 
eventually becom ing consistent w ith fresh m aterial, indicating chem ical w eathering 
becam e less influential. PCA plots o f  geochem ical and m icrotextural ratios show that all 
units stratigraphically above and including the m iddle interval o f  Hole 742A have greater 
abundance o f  m echanical textures and less w eathering signal than underlying m aterial. 
From  visual core logs, coal clasts large enough to be identified by  eye are no longer 
present in these units or are extrem ely rare, indicating nearby source regions (bearing 
A m ery Group sedim ent) m ay have becom e secondary.
This inform ation, com bined w ith the grain size analysis o f  m iddle-upper 742A and 
low er 739C, w hich show a nearly even m ix o f  clay-silt-sand m atrix, as well as other 
observations from  the visual logs (particularly, m assively bedded sandy m udstone/m uddy 
sandstone and diam ictite w ith a lack o f  bioturbation) suggests subglacial or very proxim al 
glacial conditions brought on by  ice sheet expansion m ay have im pacted Prydz Bay at the 
tim e the m iddle and upper intervals o f  Hole 742A and low er interval o f  H ole 739C w ere 
deposited. (The visual, grain size, and m echanical/geochem ical sim ilarity o f  the upper 
section o f  Hole 742A and the lower section o f  Hole 739A also suggest the two intervals 
are stratigraphically related.) It is notable that the subglacial/proxim al glacial conditions 
consistent w ith ice sheet advance occur below  the level o f  the Oi-1 event at Site 739.
In the upper part o f  739C (prim arily above Oi-1), an increase in sorting and m atrix 
silt fraction (as well as the presence o f  bioturbation) sim ilar to what is seen in the upper 
interval o f  1166A occurs. This is again thought to be consistent w ith a m arine 
environm ent, bolstered by the diatom /dinocyst analysis o f  H ouben et al. (2011) and
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B aldauf & Barron (1991). The low CIA values and highest noted abundance o f  
m echanical textures im plies sedim ent deposited in this interval is glaciom arine in origin, 
probably form ed in a cold near-polar climate. This suggests som e ice sheet retreat m ay 
have occurred, but a large ice sheet was still present in the area.
4.5.3 Modeling Implications
The sequence o f  events described above is sim ilar to what is proposed in a m odel by 
Stocchi et al. (2013), although that is not to im ply the tim ing o f  events as m odeled is 
actually consistent w ith the reality  o f  the deposition. One o f  the m ore interesting aspects 
o f  the Stocchi et al. (2013) m odel is the inclusion o f  crustal dynam ics that occur w ith the 
outw ard m igration o f  a forebulge from an advancing ice sheet. As the forebulge expands 
through the coast, it tem porarily uplifts the terrain before low ering it below  its starting 
elevation, ow ing to the crust sagging under the w eight o f  the ice sheet. This w ould 
produce a slight relative sea level fall along the coast, followed by  a larger rise as the 
forebulge passes through. This m echanism  could therefore be responsible for the upw ard 
fining sequence at Site 1166, potentially resultant from the rolling back o f  a M alaspina- 
type glacier.
In the Stocchi et al. (2013) m odel, the abrupt transition in lithology at Site 1166 at 
-1 5 8 .0  m b sf is considered to be a transgressive surface coincident w ith flooding from  the 
sea. This agrees w ith this investigation’s interpretation o f  units above 158.0 m b sf having 
m arine influence, particularly  due to previously noted enhanced bioturbation and fining 
(both visually and from m atrix grain size analysis) relative to underlying units. The 
transition is tied to the EOT-1 event in m odel tim e, but this is based on the boundary 
conditions o f  the m odel itself, so the basis in reality is tenuous. It is notable, how ever that 
this investigation indicates that approxim ately around the EOT-1 (based on the age m odel)
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that a m ajor ice sheet was not yet present at Prydz Bay, and hum id and w et conditions 
prevailed ow ing to the high CIA values noted at Site 1166.
The m odel shows the ice sheet expanding across Prydz Bay post EOT-1, reaching 
ju st landw ard o f  Site 739 near the Oi-1. Based on the lithology from  this investigation it 
is possible that the low er interval o f  Hole 739C (described by  this investigation as a non- 
bioturbated m uddy sand and diam ictite) indicates the glacier overrode this location, but it 
m ay have been m erely in very close proxim ity as well. Regardless, the m odel shows the 
ice sheet retreated noticeably in conjunction w ith the Oi-1. Stocchi et al. (2013) also 
m oves the original Oi-1 location at 310.73 m b sf to 319.0 m b sf (the break betw een the 
upper and low er intervals o f  739C identified by this investigation using laser particle sizer 
analysis). This was done because the break in lithology is thought by  Stocchi et al. (2013) 
to be an unconform ity consistent w ith transgression over the position o f  the previous ice 
front, associated w ith the Oi-1 event at Site 739 in m odel time.
Further evidence o f  ice sheet presence at Site 739, as indicated by  investigation, 
results from low CIA values seen in sedim ent samples recovered from  H ole 739C cores, 
as well as Al/Ti ratios that are different from Hole 1166A, im plying a sedim ent source 
change. The lack o f  coal clasts in 739C, found previously in 1166A and thought to be an 
indicator o f  local sourcing, further backs the idea o f  a shift in sedim ent supply that m ay be 
consistent w ith ice sheet advance. One difference, however, betw een the m odel and this 
investigation, is that this investigation suggests near-polar glacial conditions m ay have 
began som ew hat before Oi-1 (in late Eocene tim e), based on the biostratigraphy.
It is notable that at Site U1360, on the W ilkes Land m argin, a sim ilar early 
O ligocene interval is found, w ith the M alvinia escutiana  dinocyst noted above the level o f  
an underlying unconform ity (Houben et al., 2011). The Stocchi et al. (2013) m odel shows
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the underlying unconform ity is consistent w ith Oi-1 at Site U1360 (sim ilarly to Site 739), 
how ever, H ouben (speaking about the same m odel two years prior to the Stocchi et al. 
[2013] paper being published) explicitly states this relationship is hypothetical.
4.5.4 Future Research
Perhaps the greatest im plication o f  this investigation is that the sedim ents in cores from 
Sites 1166, 742, and 739 provide an alm ost com plete record o f  the depositional conditions 
that occurred during the EOT at Prydz Bay, ow ing to the bolstering o f  previously inferred 
stratigraphic relations by  geochem ical and m icrotextural analysis. At the same tim e, this 
also creates opportunity for future research. The sam pling for geochem ical and 
m icrotextural analysis w as very coarse, w ith only one sam ple taken per interval identified 
from grain size analysis. M ore samples will need to be taken from these intervals to refine 
the findings o f  this investigation. But m ore im portantly, there is one area that was 
particularly under-sam pled during this investigation, leaving a large hole o f  uncertainty in 
the sum m ary o f  events described in the last section.
The low er part o f  the m iddle interval o f  H ole 742A has two features that have not 
been totally  rectified. Firstly, Truswell (1991) notes the presence o f  Perm ian pollen below  
190.0 m b sf in Hole 742A, which has been traced to the A m ery Group. (This is separate 
from the observation o f  Cretaceous palynom orphs found in the low erm ost cores in Hole 
742A). This im plies m aterial sourced from  the Prince Charles M ountains (the ‘local’ 
source) was still present throughout the m iddle interval o f  Hole 742A, despite that unit 
having Al/Ti ratios sim ilar to those o f  Hole 739C. This m ay m ean that the sole sam ple 
from m iddle interval o f  H ole 742A ju st happened to fall in a bed that w as m ore rem otely 
influenced than locally influenced as far as sourcing. (There is also som e evidence o f  
possible A m ery Group sedim ent in cores from Hole 739C, according to Jenkins & A libert
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[1991], although perhaps not as significant when com pared to Site 742 in the EOT core 
sections.)
Secondly, visual core logs show the low er part o f  the m iddle section o f  Hole 742A 
features potential A m ery Group coal clasts betw een -2 8 7 .0  and -3 0 5 .0  m bsf, below  the 
level where sam ple 742M  was derived. This fact, com bined w ith the aforem entioned 
observation by Trusw ell (1991) strongly im plies that the transition from a local glacier to 
an ice sheet was m ore gradual and probably m ore com plex than outlined in this 
investigation. It also im plies that the sedim ent record at Site 742 is m ore com plete than 
realized.
Indeed, a very fine silt interval identified from grain size analysis at ju st below  
-3 0 5 .0  m b sf (also noted in visual core logs as an interlam inated sandstone/siltstone 
interval) m ay actually be the equivalent o f  the surface noted at Site 1166 at 158.0 m b sf 
(correlated w ith seism ic at the m iddle-late Eocene unconform ity). I f  this is true, the 
m aterial above this surface, which contains coal clasts up to -2 8 7 .0  m bsf, m ight be an 
equivalent unit to the upper interval o f  Hole 1166A. Thus, extracting a 
geochem ical/m icrotexture sam ple from this unit is essential for future investigation, as it 
m ay dem onstrate that Site 742 features a nearly com plete record o f  the Eocene-O ligocene 
transition, m inus the upperm ost portion near Oi-1. Additionally, i f  correlation w ith the 
upper interval o f  1166A can be confirm ed, age control for the sedim ent colum n at Site 
742 w ould be greatly im proved.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
CIA values, w eathering ratios, chem ical/m echanical textures, grain size analysis, and 
visual core descriptions corroborate previous characterization o f  the late Eocene 
environm ent at Prydz Bay as a w et/tem perate environm ent and suggest a coastal tidew ater 
glacier system  m ay have been active at this time. The same m etrics suggest this 
environm ent was subsequently replaced by  a m ore polar setting into O ligocene tim e, 
particularly  since CIA values o f  sedim ent at Site 739 approach those o f  fresh rock. The 
com bined analyses strongly indicate the presence o f  an ice sheet/enhanced glaciation at 
Prydz Bay before the Oi-1, w ith a sharp decline in chem ical w eathering through the latest 
Eocene.
Geochem ical, m icrotextural, and m atrix grain size analyses potentially  confirm  
possible stratigraphic relationships inferred by previous research, suggesting the EOT 
record at Prydz Bay is m ore com plete than previously realized. The results o f  this study 
strongly indicate Site 1166, Hole A, interval 158.0 to 266.8 m bsf, is likely the 
lithostratigraphic equivalent o f  Site 742, Hole A, interval —305.0 to 315.0 m bsf. This 
investigation also suggests Site 742, Hole A, interval 171.3 to -2 3 0  m bsf, is 
lithostratigraphically related to Site 739, Hole C, interval 319.0 to 482.6 m bsf. Figure 15 
illustrates these relationships, also detailing w eathering conditions associated with 
lithostratigraphic units identified from this investigation.
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Deposition and weathering state
□
Open marine glacial proximal * low chemical weathering (CIA: 63)
Subglacial to very proximal glacial - iow/moderate chemical weathemg (CIA: 54. 74) 
Subglacial - moderate chemical weathering (CIA: 71)
Glacial influenced open manne - high chemical weathenng (CIA: 79)
Glacial outwash * high chemical weathenng (CIA. 80. 81)
Figure 15. System diagram of stratigraphic units seen in a north-south profile through the study 
area. The type of deposition and weathering is determined by lithological, grain size, and 
geochemical analyses performed by this study. Solid black lines denote divisions between units 
based on seismic and lithological data. Dashed lines represent possible divisions seen in the 
seismic data that are not corroborated with lithological information.
Re-m apping o f  sedim ent interval thickness for this investigation also corroborates the 
results o f  previous investigation and offers additional insight into m iddle-late Eocene 
deposition. Isopachs produced from seism ic data indicate offshore m igration o f  
depocenters in the Eocene-O ligocene Transition consistent w ith ice sheet advance. 
Furtherm ore, the m iddle-late Eocene (pre-EOT) interval m apped across the study area 
reveals infilling o f  a valley eroded into Cretaceous sediment.
Additionally, the inferred sequence o f  depositional events is possibly consistent 
w ith m odeling by Stocchi et al. (2013) in term s o f  ordering. The outward m igration o f  a 
forebulge as proposed by m odeling corroborates the visual/grain size analysis results o f
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this investigation, particularly for Site 1166. However, this investigation is not sufficient 
to verify or refute the tim ing o f  the m odel events. Future h igher resolution sam pling and 
additional analyses will be necessary to achieve coherent chronostratigraphic correlations.
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SAMPLE PREPARATION
Sam ples o f  sub-gravel sized sedim ent recovered from  the Prydz Bay cores w ere analyzed 
for grain size distribution statistics using a M alvern M astersizer 2000 integrated laser 
particle sizing system. The system  utilizes M ie scattering to derive a m easurem ent o f  
suspended particle sizes based on volum e percentage o f  m aterial. The range o f  sizes 
detectable by  the M astersizer is from 0.02 pm  to 2000 pm, or 12.5 4> to -1 <j). Size classes 
are program m able, and for this analysis classes were divided into 0.5 cj) intervals for the 
entire detectable range.
A nalyzed m aterial for each sam ple am ounted to approxim ately one eighth to one 
sixteenth o f  a teaspoon o f  sediment. The resulting aliquots, w hich were derived by 
m ashing w ith a w ine cork (to prevent breakage o f  grains), were strained through a 2 m m  
sieve to rem ove the gravel com ponent and transferred to a beaker treated w ith 10 m L o f  
30%  hydrogen peroxide to rem ove organic m aterial. A fter m ixing and standing for 
several hours, the beakers were transferred to hot plates and boiled until visible foam ing 
had subsided. N ext, the beakers were allowed to cool som ew hat, and the w alls o f  the 
beaker w ere rinsed ( if  necessary) w ith filtered w ater to w ash all m aterial back dow n into 
the rem aining solution. A pproxim ately 5 m L o f  10% hydrochloric acid w as then added to 
the beakers to dissolve any biologically derived carbonate cem ent w hich m ight skew the 
grain size analysis.
Beakers were boiled after adding hydrochloric acid. W hen solution levels becam e 
low, w ater was added to keep the samples from  drying out. Once any reactions had 
subsided, the beakers were boiled until solution levels were significantly below  50 mL. 
They w ere then allowed to cool before their contents were transferred to 50 m L
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polypropylene tubes. A ny sedim ent clinging to the inside o f  the beakers was carefully 
rinsed into the tubes w ith filtered w ater to ensure no significant loss o f  m aterial.
Tubes w ere leveled o ff  at 50 m L w ith filtered w ater as needed. They were then 
spun in centrifuges at 1800 rpm  for 30 m inutes to separate the reaction products from  non- 
dissolved aliquot m aterial. Next, the supernatant was decanted, filtered w ater was added 
to restore solution levels to 50 mL, and the tubes were spun again at 1800 rpm  for 30 
m inutes.
A n additional step was then taken for sedim ents w ith som e portion o f  biogenic 
silica. Tubes were decanted to the 20 m L level, 1 N sodium  hydroxide was added to the 
25 m L level, and the tubes were vigorously shaken. The sodium  hydroxide treated tubes 
were next placed in a hot w ater bath betw een 85-90 degrees C for one hour in order to 
digest any biogenic silica. Afterwards, tubes w ere rem oved from the bath and allow ed to 
cool for fifteen m inutes. Solution levels were then brought to 50 m L w ith the addition o f  
filtered w ater, and the tubes were spun in a centrifuge at 1800 rpm  for 30 m inutes.
The resulting solutions from either m ethodology were decanted, and the non- 
dissolved aliquot m aterial was rinsed w ith filtered w ater into a 200 m L beaker. Beakers 
w ere then filled to 50 m L with an addition o f  filtered water. Beakers w ere treated w ith a 
pinch o f  sodium  pyrophosphate to disaggregate the sam ple and transferred to hot plates to 
bring the pyrophosphate into solution.
Before perform ing grain size analysis with the M astersizer, m ultiple 700 m L 
beakers (as m any as w ere necessary) filled only w ith filtered w ater w ere cycled through 
the instrum ent to clean it. This was done until the m achine had stabilized at a consistent 
obscuration value. Again, a fresh beaker o f  filtered w ater was cycled through the 
instrum ent, but this was used for calibration purposes, to background out any effect o f  the
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filtered water. A fter running the calibration, the contents o f  a 200 m L beaker o f  sam ple 
m aterial treated w ith pyrophosphate was added to the calibration beaker. The 700 m L 
beaker containing the sam ple and background calibrated filtered w ater was then m easured 
in the instrum ent.
In order to create useful grain size statistics, the average grain sizes derived by  the 
M astersizer were input to a digital spreadsheet, and results were com puted for m ean § 
size, standard deviation, skew, and kurtosis. Calculations used to generate these statistics 
were derived from  Blott and Pye (2001) in their description o f  GRAD ISTA T, a grain size 
statistics calculation package. The particular m ethod utilized for this analysis follow ed 
the logarithm ic m ethods o f  m om ents, which was updated from Folk (1974).
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GRAIN SIZE PROFILES
Figure A .l. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<t>) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 25R1 to  26R2.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 26R2-28R1
Size (Phi)
26R 2 140-142 
26R 3 73-75  
— 2 6 RCC 16-18  
27R1 22 -24  
— 2 7 RCC 8-10  
♦  28R1 38-40
Figure A.2. Percentage o f material versus grain size ((j>) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 26R2 to  28R1.
A-7
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 28R2-28RCC
28R 2 65-67  
28R 3 62 -64  
- a -  28R 4 60-62  
28R 5 44-46  
28R CC  2 2 -2 4
Figure A.3. Percentage of material versus grain size (<()) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 28R2 to  28RCC.
Figure A.4. Percentage o f material versus grain size ( t y )  fo r samples fo r hole 739C 28RCC to  29R5.
A-8
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 30R1-30R5
— 2 9 RCC 21-23  
30R1 101-103  
- a -  30R 2 101-103  
30R 3 97-99  
30R 4 105-107  
30R 5 101-103
Figure A.5. Percentage of material versus grain size (<j>) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 29RCC to  30R5.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 30R5-31R3
30R 5 101-103 
30R 6 54-56  
— 3 1 R1 18-20 
— 3 1 R1 141-143  
3 1 R2 54-56  
31 R3 70-72
Figure A.6. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<j>) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 30R5 to  31R3.
A-9
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 31R4-32R1
— 3 1 R4 94-96  
— 3 1 R5 9-11 
- a — 31R CC  12 -14  
32R1 62 -64  
— 32R1 99-101
Figure A.7. Percentage of material versus grain size ((j)) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 31R4 to  32R1.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 32R1-33R4
32R1 99-101 
32R CC  2 -4  
33R1 44-46  
33R 2 64-66  
33R 3 13-15 
..33R 4 88-90
Figure A.8. Percentage o f material versus grain size ((J)) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 32R1 to  33R4.
A -10
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 33R5-34R2
— 33R5 136-138  
33R 6 22-24  
- O -  33R CC  8-10 
34R1 14-16 
- *  34R 2 40-42
Figure A.9. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<J>) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 33R5 to  34R2.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 34R2-35R1
34R 2 40-42  
34R 3 78-80  
34R 4 66 -68  
34R 5 70-72 
34R CC  0-2  
35R1 18-20












Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 35R2-36R1
— 3 5 R2  12-14 
— 35 R3 17-19 
- a -  35R 4 20-22  
— 3 5 RCC 8-10  
— 36R1 18-20
gure A . l l .  Percentage of material versus grain size ((|>) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 35R2 to  36R1.
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Figure A.12. Percentage o f material versus grain size ((J)) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 36R1 to  36R5.
36R1 18-20 
36R1 71-73  
36R 2 57-59  
3 6 R3 67-69  
36R 4 89-91 
36R 5 78-80
A-12
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 36RCC-38R3
— 3 6 RCC 8-10  
37R1 36-38  
- a -  38R1 83-85 
38R 2 78-80  
— 38R3  71-73
Figure A. 13. Percentage of material versus grain size (<J)) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 36RCC to  38R3.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 38R3-39R4
38R 3 71-73  
38R 4 15-17 
39R1 68 -70  
39R 2 43-45  
39R 3 60-62  
« 39R 4 22 -24
Figure A.14. Percentage of material versus grain size ((J)) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 38R3 to  39R4.
A-13
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 39RCC-41R1
Size (Phi)
Figure A.15. Percentage o f material versus grain size ((j)) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 39RCC to  41R4.
Percentage v. Size (Phi)for739C 41R1-42R2
—• — 4 1 R1 59-61 
4 1 R2 57 -59  
— 4 1 R3 41 -43  
— 4 1 RCC 18-20 
—♦— 42R1 60 -62  
- + ~  42R 2 37-39
Figure A.16. Percentage o f material versus grain size ((|>) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 41R4 to  42R2.
A-14
Figure A.17. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<J>) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 42RCC to  44R2.
25
20
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 44R2-47R1
44R 2 67 -69  
45R C C  11-13 
46R1 71-73  
46R 2 32-34  
46R C C  5-7 
47 R1 40-42
Figure A.18. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<J)) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 44R2 to  47R1.
A-15
Percentage v. Size (Phi)for739C 48R1-51R1
— 48R1 61 -63  
— 4 8 R2  58-60  
- a -  50R1 61-63  
50R 2 56-58  
— 5 1 R1 88-90
Figure A.19. Percentage of material versus grain size ((J)) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 48R1 to  51R1.
Percentage v. Size (Phi)for739C 51R1-53R1
— 5 1 R1 88-90  
— 5 1 R2 62 -64  
— 52R1 75-77  
52R 2 57 -59  
52R CC  0-2  
53R1 56 -58
Figure A.20. Percentage o f material versus grain size ((J)) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 51R1 to  53R1.
A -16
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 55R2-57R1
— 5 5 R2  10-12 
55R 2 29-31 
— 5 5 RCC 11-13 
— 56R1 7- 9 
— 5 6 RCC 23-25  
57R1 13-15
Figure A.22. Percentage of material versus grain size (<J)) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 55R2 to  57R1.
A-17
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 739C 57RCC-62RCC
Size (Phi)
57R CC  6-8  
— 58R1 21-23  
- O -  58R 2 50-52  
— 5 8 RCC 12-14 
59R1 30-32 
— 60R1 72-74  
62R C C  8-9
Figure A.23. Percentage of material versus grain size (<J)) fo r samples fo r hole 739C 57RCC to  62RCC.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 20R1-20R3
20R1 83-85  
20R1 137-139  
20R 2 48 -50  
20R 2 77 -79  
20R 3 56 -58
Size (Phi)
Figure A.24. Percentage of material versus grain size ((J)) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 20R1 to  20R3.
A-18
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 20R3-22R1
— 20R3 56-58
21R1 12-14
— 2 1 R1 87-89
— 2 1 R2 37-39
— 2 1 R3 48-50
..♦ -  22R1 71-73
Figure A.25. Percentage o f material versus grain size ((()) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 20R3 to  22R1.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 22R1-22R5
22R1 137-139  
— 22 R2 103-105 
22R 3 63-65 
22R 4 63-65 
22R 5 63-65
Figure A.26. Percentage of material versus grain size (<J>) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 22R1 to  22R5.
A -19
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 22R5-23R3
22R 5 63-65  
22R 6 63-65  
22R 7 32-34  
23R1 63 -65  
- 23R 2 66 -68
23R 3 63-65
Figure A.27. Percentage of material versus grain size (<j)) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 22R5 to  23R3.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 23R4-24R2
23R 4 63 -65  
23R 5 63 -65  
- Q - 2 3 R 6  115-117  
24R1 62 -64  
24R 2 74-76
Figure A.28. Percentage of material versus grain size (<|)) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 23R4 to  24R2.
A-20
Figure A.29. Percentage of material versus grain size (<|>) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 24R2 to  26R2.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 26R3-27R2
— 2 6 R3  61 -63  
24R 4 63-65  
- o -  26R 5 67 -69  
— 27R1 127-129  
27R 2 124-126
Figure A.30. Percentage o f material versus grain size ((j)) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 26R3 to  27R2.
A-21
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 27R2-27R7
— ■ 2 7 R2  124-126 
27R 3 53-55  
27R 4 6-8 
— 2 7 R5  9-11 
27R 6 35-36 
27R 7 41-43
Figure A.31. Percentage of material versus grain size ( § )  fo r samples fo r hole 742A 27R2 to  27R7.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 27RCC-28R3
27R CC  0-2 
- m -  28R1 58-60  
—o— 28R1 138-140  
28R 2 68 -70  
28R 3 82 -84
Figure A.32. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<})) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 27RCC to  28R3.
A-22
Figure A.33. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<()) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 28R3 to  28R7.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 29R1-29R5
29R1 57-59  
29R 2 58-60  
- D -  29R 3 63-65  
29R 4 77-79  
29R 5 113-115
Figure A.34. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<J>) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 29R1 to  29R5.
A-23
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 29R5-30R4
Size (Phi)
Figure A.35. Percentage of material versus grain size (<J>) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 29R5 to  30R4.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 30R5-31R2
30R 5 80-82  
30R 6 53-55  
—d— 30R CC  8-10  
— 3 1 R1 64-66  
3 1 R2 65-67
Figure A.36. Percentage of material versus grain size (<J>) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 30R5 to  31R2.
A-24
Figure A.37. Percentage of material versus grain size (<j>) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 31R2 to  32R3.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 32R4-33R4
— 32 R4 142- 144 
33R1 61 -63  
33R 2 63-65  
33R 3 65 -67  
33R 4 97-99
Figure A.38. Percentage of material versus grain size (<|>) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 32R4 to  33R4.
A-25
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 33R4-34R2
33R 4 97-99  
33R5 90-92  
33R 6 9-11 
33R 6 76-78  
34R1 99-101 
34R 2 24-26
Figure A.39. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<J)) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 33R4 to  34R2.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 742A 34R3-34R6
34R 3 51-53  
34R 4 98 -100  
34R 5 54-56 
34R 5 133-135  
34R 6 72-74  
34R CC  10-12
Figure A.40. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<|)) fo r samples fo r hole 742A 34R3 to  34RCC.
A-26
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 1166A15R2-15R4
15R2 64-66 
15R3 4-6 
- o -  15R3 47-49  
15R3 129-131 
15R 4 62 -64
Figure A.41. Percentage of material versus grain size ) fo r samples fo r hole 1166A 15R2 to  15R4.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 1166A15R4-15R6
Figure A.42. Percentage of material versus grain size (<J>) fo r samples fo r hole 1166A 15R4 to  15R6.
A-27










N\  <b A  <o <o fc 'b  1  N  Q> \
Size (Phi)
Figure A.43. Percentage o f material versus grain size ((J>) fo r samples fo r hole 1166A 15R7 to  16R2.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 1166A16R2-16R4
16R2 37-39  
16R2 98 -100  
16R 3 58-60  
16R3 127-129  
16R 4 42 -44  
16R 4 114-116
Figure A.44. Percentage of material versus grain size (cj)) fo r samples fo r hole 1166A 16R2 to  16R4.
A-28
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 1166A17R1-17R3
- m -  17R1 44 -46  
17R1 131-133  
- a -  17R2 10-12 
17R2 91-93  
17R3 26-28
Figure A.45. Percentage of material versus grain size (<j>) fo r samples fo r hole 1166A 17R1 to  17R3.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 1166A17R3-18R1
17R 3 26-28  
17R 3 118-120 
17R 4 36-38  
17R 4 85-87  
18R1 27-29  
♦  18R1 127-129
Figure A.46. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<|)) fo r samples fo r hole 1166A 17R3 to  18R1.
A-29
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 1166A18R2-22R1
18R2 63 -65  
18R2 98 -100  
19R1 10-12 
20R CC  0-2 
22R1 61 -63
Figure A.47. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<|)) fo r samples fo r hole 1166A 18R2 to  22R1.
A-30
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 1166A 25R2-26RCC
25R 2 57-59  
25R CC  4-6 
26R1 53-55  
26R 2 13-15 
26R C C  4-5
Figure A.49. Percentage o f material versus grain size (<|)) fo r samples fo r hole 1166A 25R2 to  26RCC.
Percentage v. Size (Phi) for 1166A 26RCC-29R1
26R CC  4-5  
27R 2 22-24  
27R CC  1-3 
— 29R1 10-12 
— 29R1 31-33
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FIGURES
Figure B .l . Visual core logs of site 1166 (Hole A), site 742 (Hole A), and site 739 (Hole C).
Visual logs indicate observed grain size using scale at top of each borehole diagram (C-clay, Si- 
silt, Sa-sand, G-gravel), with depth in meters below seafloor (mbsf) along left side. Interval colors 






Figure B .l. Visual core logs of site 1166 (Hole A), site 742 (Hole A), and site 739 (Hole C). 
Visual logs indicate observed grain size using scale at top of each borehole diagram (C-clay, Si- 
silt, Sa-sand, G-gravel), with depth in meters below seafloor (mbsf) along left side. Interval colors 
are based on description in logs and are not related to grain size. Vertical resolution is 2 pixels per 
meter.
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Core logging follow ed a standard nom enclature and described the follow ing features:
•  V olum e percent gravel, per Terry & Chilingar (1955)
•  M atrix grain size, (with respect to gravel per M oncrieff [1989]), based on 
estim ation o f  clay-silt-sand per M azullo & Graham  (1988)
•  Degree o f  bioturbation, per Bann et al. (2006)
•  Fossil abundance
•  Color
•  Sedim entary structures
•  Contacts/deform ation
The structure o f  the log sum m aries is outlined below:
Core Num ber, Core Sections [R 1,2 ,3 ...C C ], (total cored interval in m bsf)
* Section 1
Depth o f  interval in section: D escription 
Depth o f  interval in section: D escription
* Section 2
Depth o f  interval in section: Description
» D e p th  o f  object in interval o f  section: D escription o f  object
Depth o f  interval in section: Description
» D e p t h  o f  object in interval o f  section: D escription o f  object
» D e p t h  o f  object in interval o f  section: D escription o f  object
* Section CC (“C C ” is core capture section, which is final/deepest section o f  core) 
Depth o f  interval in section: Description
Note: Total cored interval in m b sf m ay be som ew hat different than total logged interval 
due to incom plete recovery and expansion/contraction o f  cored m aterial.
B-4
Site 1166, Hole A
15 R1,2,3,4,5,6,7,C C (132.6 to 142.2 mbsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Dark brow nish gray clast poor sandy diam ictite (~3-5%  clasts)
* Section 2
0-150 cm: Dark brow nish gray clast poor sandy diam ictite (-3 -5%  clasts)
» 1 9  cm: Coal clast 
» 3 8  cm: Coal clast
* Section 3
0-6 cm: Dark brow nish gray clast poor sandy diam ictite (-3 -5%  clasts)
6-119 cm: O live green claystone, sparsely bioturbated; very few dispersed sand grains e.g. 
16-17 and 44-45 cm
119-133 cm: O live gray interlam inated sandstone and siltstone w ith dispersed clasts; 
lam inae are ~0.5 cm thick and are disrupted by bioturbation. Som e reddish brow n clasts 
o f  irregular shape are present (bog iron?)
» 2 1  cm: Discrete burrow , 1 m m  in diam eter 
» 3 2  cm: D iscrete burrow , 1 m m  in diam eter 
» 6 8  cm: Discrete burrow , 1 m m  in diam eter 
» 7 0  cm: D iscrete burrow , 1 m m  in diam eter 
» 1 3 3  cm: Coal clast
133-150 cm: O live gray silty claystone w/ dispersed clasts; m oderately bioturbated
* Section 4
0-150 cm: O live gray silty claystone w/ dispersed clasts; m oderately bioturbated 
» 5 - 1 0  cm: -0 .5  cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by bioturbation 
» 8  cm: Shell fragm ent 
» 1 0  cm: Coal clast 
» 2 3  cm: Shell fragm ent
» 3 1 - 3 6  cm: -0 .5  cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by bioturbation 
» 5 7 - 6 1  cm: -0 .5  cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by bioturbation 
» 8 9 - 9 2  cm: -0 .5  cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by  bioturbation 
» 1 4 7 -1 4 8  cm: -0 .5  cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by  bioturbation
* Section 5
0-70 cm: O live gray silty claystone w/ dispersed clasts; m oderately bioturbated 
» 3 0 - 5 3  cm: Possible flaser bedding grading dow n into lenticular bedding; discrete 1-3 
cm long brow n m ud lenses and gray very fine sand lenses oriented horizontally  
» 5 3 - 5 8  cm: -0 .5  cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by bioturbation 
» 6 8 - 7 4  cm: -0 .5  cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by bioturbation 
70-150 cm: O live gray diatom  bearing silty claystone w /dispersed clasts; m oderately 
bioturbated
» 7 4 - 7 6  cm: Syneresis crack or m ud crack
» 8 1 - 8 6  cm: -0 .5  cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by bioturbation 
» 9 8 -1 0 1  cm: -0 .5  cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by  bioturbation 
» 1 0 0  cm: W ood fragm ent (lignitized)
» 1 2 7 -1 3 3  cm: -0 .5  cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by  bioturbation 
» 1 3 8 - 1 4 2  cm: -0 .5  cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by  bioturbation 
» 1 4 0  cm: W ood fragm ent (lignitized)
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* Section 6
0-150 cm: O live gray diatom  bearing silty claystone w /dispersed clasts; m oderately 
bioturbated
» 6 - 1 0  cm: ~0.5 cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by bioturbation 
» 2 4 - 2 6  cm: Coal clast
» 2 5 - 3 8  cm: -0 .5  cm thick sand and m ud lam inae disrupted by  bioturbation 
» 8 1  cm: W ood fragm ent (soft)
* Section 7
0-75 cm: O live gray diatom  bearing silty claystone w /dispersed clasts; m oderately 
bioturbated. Silt fraction increased relative to overlying m aterial in section 5 and 6; few 
sand grains and granules. Som e m m -scale horizontal burrow s present.
» 1 1  cm: Coal clast
* Section CC
0-15 cm: O live gray diatom  bearing silty claystone w /dispersed clasts; m oderately 
bioturbated. Silt fraction increased relative to overlying m aterial in section 5 and 6; few 
sand grains and granules. Som e m m -scale horizontal burrow s present.
15-20 cm: M issing
16 R l,2 ,3 ,4  (142.2 to 148.4 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: O live gray diatom  bearing silty claystone w/ dispersed clasts; m oderate to
com m on bioturbation
» 4 0 - 4 7  cm: B ioturbated sand bed
» 4 8 - 4 9  cm: M ud lenses
» 6 6  cm: Possible Serpulid w orm  tube
» 1 1 0 - 1 1 5  cm: B ioturbated sand bed
» 1 2 6 - 1 3 6  cm: Bioturbated sand bed (sharp low er contact)
* Section 2
0-150 cm: O live gray diatom  bearing silty claystone w/ dispersed clasts; m oderate to 
com m on bioturbation
» 3 0 - 4 5  cm: B ioturbated sand bed (sharp lower contact)
» 5 0 - 5 5  cm: m m  scale burrow s (C hondrites?); horizontal orientation
» 6 0 - 6 5  cm: Bioturbated sand bed
» 7 3 - 8 2  cm: m m  scale burrow s (C hondrites?)
» 9 5 - 9 7  cm: m m  scale burrow s (C hondrites! )
» 1 0 3 - 1 0 5  cm: m m  scale burrow s (Chondrites?)
» 1 0 5 - 1 2 0  cm: B ioturbated sand bed 
» 1 3 3 - 1 3 6  cm: Bioturbated sand bed
* Section 3
0-150 cm: O live gray diatom  bearing silty claystone w/ dispersed clasts; variable 
bioturbation
» 0 - 3 6  cm: A bundant bioturbation 
» 1 2 - 1 6  cm: Bioturbated sand bed 
» 2 9 - 3 4  cm: B ioturbated sand bed 
» 3 6 - 6 8  cm: Com m on bioturbation 
» 6 6 - 8 7  cm: M oderate bioturbation
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» 6 8 - 7 2  cm: Bioturbated sand bed 
» 8 7 - 1 18: U ncom m on bioturbation 
» 1 0 7 -1 1 3  cm: Pyrite cem ent 
» 1 1 8 - 1 2 6  cm: Sparse bioturbation 
» 1 2 2  cm: Possible Serpulid worm  tube 
» 1 2 6 -1 3 8  cm: U ncom m on bioturbation 
» 1 3 0 - 1 3 6  cm: B ioturbated sand bed 
» 1 3 8 - 1 5 0  cm: M oderate bioturbation 
» 1 3 9 -1 4 5  cm: Bioturbated sand bed
* Section 4
0-150 cm: O live gray diatom  bearing silty claystone w/ dispersed clasts; variable 
bioturbation
» 0 - 3 7  cm: M oderate bioturbation 
» 8 - 9  cm: B ioturbated sand bed 
» 1 1-12 cm: B ioturbated sand bed 
» 2 7  cm: Possible Serpulid worm  tube 
» 3 2 - 3 3  cm: Bioturbated sand bed 
» 3 7 - 6 7  cm: Com m on bioturbation 
» 4 5 - 4 6  cm: Bioturbated sand bed 
» 6 7 - 8 1  cm: A bundant bioturbation 
» 8 0 - 8 1  cm: Bioturbated sand bed 
» 8 1 - 1 5 0  cm: Com plete bioturbation 
» 1 0 9  cm: Possible Palaeophycus  burrow  
» 1 3 8  cm: Possible Palaeophycus burrow
17 R 1,2,3,4 ( 151.4 to 157.0 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-80 cm: O live gray silty claystone w/ dispersed clasts
» 0 - 4 6  cm: Com m on bioturbation
» 4 6 - 8 0  cm: M oderate bioturbation
» 4 8  cm: Indurated sandstone lam ina
» 5 2  cm: W ood fragm ent
» 8 2  cm: ~0.5 cm diam eter m ud intraclast
80-150 cm: O live gray sandy silty claystone w/ crude stratification disturbed by m oderate 
bioturbation
* Section 2
0-59 cm: O live gray sandy silty claystone w/ crude stratification disturbed by m oderate 
bioturbation
59-150 cm: Rhythm ically lam inated light brow nish gray sandy siltstone and clayey 
siltstone w/ dispersed clasts; 0.5-1.5 cm thick em bedded gravel clasts depress underlying 
lam inae
» 5 9 - 7 5  cm: U ncom m on to sparse bioturbation (75+ cm, bioturbation absent)
* Section 3
0-23 cm: Rhythm ically lam inated light brow nish gray sandy siltstone and clayey siltstone 
w / dispersed clasts; 0.5-1.5 cm thick em bedded gravel clasts depress underlying lam inae 
0-130 cm: Brow nish gray interlam inated sandy claystone and claystone w/ dispesed clasts; 
lam inae 1 m m  to 1 cm thick. Bedding is inclinded. Lam inae have sharp boundaries;
B-7
num erous sand-sized coal clasts are present. Som e claystone lam inae have a dark brow n 
color. B ioturbation is sparse to uncomm on.
130-150 cm: Light gray interlam inated silty sandstone and siltstone. Lam inae have 
irregular spacing w ith thicker siltstone beds and thinner sandstone lam inae tow ards the 
bottom  o f  the interval. Lam inae are betw een 1 m m  and 6 cm thick, w ith m ud lam inae 
typically  thicker. Lam inae are inclined with sharp contact. D ispersed sand grains present, 
but no gravel.
* Section 4
0-76 cm: Light gray interlam inated silty sandstone and siltstone.
76-94 cm: M assive light gray m uddy coarse-gravelly sand; coal clasts present
18 R l,2  (161.0 to 163.6 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: M assive light to dark gray m uddy coarse sandstone w/ dispersed clasts; darkens 
dow n core and appears to increase in m ud content. M atrix supported.
* Section 2
0-59 cm: M assive light to dark gray m uddy coarse sandstone w/ dispersed clasts; darkens 
dow n core and appears to increase in m ud content. M atrix supported.
59-70 cm: Dark brow nish gray sandy m udstone; crudely stratified
70-105 cm: M assive light gray very fine to coarse sandstone w/ dispersed clasts; coal
clasts present throughout
» 1 0 0  cm: O rganic rem ains (plant seed?)
19 R1 (170.6 to 171.0 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-31 cm: M assive light gray m uddy coarse sandstone w/ dispersed clasts 
31-38 cm: Void
20 CC (180.3 to 180.4 m bsf)
* Section CC
0-7 cm: M assive light gray m uddy coarse sandstone w/ dispersed clasts 
7-10 cm: Void
Core 21 m issing.
22 R1 (199.5 to 200.7 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-112 cm: M assive light gray m uddy coarse to very coarse sand with dispersed clasts 
(<1 %); m atrix supported, sand grains (quartz and coal) subangular to subrounded and 
pebbles rounded to w ell-rounded
» 1 0 1 - 1 1 2  cm: Indurated, w ith gray, yellow, and brow n banding respectively in down 
core direction; possible soil profile
23 R1 (209.1 to 210.2 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-98 cm: M assive gray m uddy coarse to very coarse sand w / dispersed clasts (<1% ); coal 
fragm ents present
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» 4  cm: D ark brow n possible plant fragm ent 
» 4 5  cm: Dark brow n possible plant fragm ent
24 R1,2,CC (218.7 to 220.9 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-135 cm: M assive gray m uddy coarse to very coarse sand w / dispersed clasts (<1% ); 
m atrix supported. Gravel clast shapes are subrounded to w ellrounded up to 4 cm in 
diam eter. Sand grains subangular to subrounded. Coal fragm ents present.
135-150 cm: Void
* Section 2
0-39 cm: M assive gray m uddy coarse to very coarse sand w / dispersed clasts (<1% ); coal 
fragm ents present
* Section CC
0-16 cm: M assive gray m uddy coarse to very coarse sand w/ dispersed clasts (<1% ); coal 
fragm ents present.
» 1 3 .5 - 1 6  cm: One large wood fragm ent, w ith original w ood structure preserved, only 
slightly altered. (2.5 x 2.0 x 1.0 cm)
16-26 cm: M issing (sam pled)
25 R1,2,CC (228.3 to 230.1 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-100 cm: M assive gray m uddy coarse to very coarse sand w/ dispersed clasts (<1% ); 
m atrix supported. Sand and gravel have subangular to subrounded appearance. Som e 
clasts up to 3.5 cm, w ith irregular shapes.
» 2 9 - 3 9  cm: C last supported interbed o f  gray coarse to very coarse sand w ith crude 
stratification
» 3 9 - 4 2  cm: G ray-yellow ish patch 
» 4 4 - 4 5  cm: G ray-yellow ish patch 
» 5 3 - 5 4  cm: G ray-yellow ish patch 
» 5 6  cm: Fibrous fragm ent (yellow ish color)
» 6 2 - 6 6  cm: G ray-yellow ish patch
* Section 2
0-65 cm: M assive gray m uddy coarse to very coarse sand w/ dispersed clasts (<1% ); 
m atrix supported.
» 4 5 - 4 7  cm: G ray-yellow ish patch (soil?)
* Section CC
0-5 cm: Light gray sandy silt w / some coarse sand grains present 
5-10 cm: M issing
26 R1,2,CC (237.9 to 240.4 m bsf)
0-45 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts, m atrix-supported
45-150 cm: M assive gray m uddy coarse to very coarse sand w/ dispersed clasts (<1%);
grains subangular to subrounded. Few coal fragm ents present.
» 5 3 - 5 4  cm: Possible plant debris
» 8 5  cm: Dark gray horizon (wavy, but sem i-horizontal)
87-89 cm: W hitish concretion (85-89 cm, possible soil horizon?)
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* Section 2
0-86 cm: M assive gray m uddy coarse to very coarse sand w/ dispersed clasts (<1% ); 
grains subangular to subrounded. Few coal fragm ents present.
» 1 4 - 2 7  cm: Brow n horizon 
» 2 7 - 4 4  cm: G ray color
» 4 4 - 5 0  cm: Light gray horizon (~2 m m  thick, inclined, w ith darker gray patch below )
» 5 0 - 7 0  cm: Brownish color
» 7 0 - 8 6  cm: Inclined color banding
» 7 7 - 7 8  cm: Possible plant debris
» 7 7 - 8 6  cm: Cem ented w ith calcite
* Section CC
0-5 cm: G ray sandy silt; deform ed white lam inae and interlam ination o f  sandy silt and silt 
(all deform ed)
27 R1,2,CC (247.6 to 249.4 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: M assive gray coarse to very coarse sand with dispersed clasts; clast supported. 
Core is overgrow n with fungus.
» 2  cm: Possible plant fragm ent
» 8 3 - 1 5 0  cm: Convoluted and contorted horizons, defined by changes in colors 
» 8 3 - 8 7  cm: Y ellow  horizon; inclined, ~2 cm thick 
» 9 4 - 1 0 0  cm: Contorted w hitish and brow nish horizons
* Section 2
0-27 cm: Light gray interlam inated silt and fine sand with coarse sand lam inae, all 
contorted (possible glaciotectonic deform ation)
* Section CC
0-5 cm: Black carbonaceous clay; gray silt is attached to the piece (3 cm  long) in the core 
catcher
28 R1 (257.2 to 259.0 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-28 cm: M assive light gray m edium  to coarse silty sand; clast supported, w ith brow n 
m ottling
28-36 cm: M assive light gray coarse to very coarse sand; m atrix supported, w ith inclined 
and sharp low er contact
36-62 cm: Folded, interlam inated carbonaceous debris and m uddy m edium -coarse sand 
(clast supported)
62-84 cm: Dark gray m edium  to very coarse sand; clast supported, w ith grain shapes 
subangular to rounded
84-92 cm: M assive light gray m edium  to coarse silty sand; clast supported, w ith brow n 
m ottling
92-96 cm: M assive light gray coarse to very coarse sand; m atrix supported, w ith planar 
stratification
96-117 cm: Dark gray m edium  to very coarse sand (clast supported), w ith carbonaceous 
m ud. Interval is contorted.
Note: Interval 36-84 cm appears to be repeated at 84-117 cm (Possible thrust glacio- 
tectonics?)
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117-147 cm: Dark brow nish gray m edium  sand w ith dispersed clasts. Som e coarse sand 
grains present. G rain shapes are angular to subrounded. Beds are intensely folded w ith 
tight fold hinge.
29 R1 (266.8 to 267.2 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-10 cm: G reenish gray siltstone clasts; probably fall in from U pper Eocene sections 
10-16 cm: Dark gray m uddy m edium  to coarse sand; m atrix supported with sharp low er 
contact
16-34 cm: Light gray m uddy coarse to very coarse sand; m atrix supported w ith sharp
low er contact
» 2 6 - 3 1  cm: PA L sam ple
34-38 cm: Dark gray m uddy m edium  to coarse sand; m atrix supported. Som e very coarse 
sand grains present.
» 3 4  cm: Coal clast (<2 m m  diam eter)
B -l 1
Site 742, Hole A
20 R l,2 ,3  (171.3 to 175.0 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-133 cm: Dark brow n clast rich sandy diam ictite; ~5%  clasts 
» 1 2 0  cm: D eform ed low er contact, sheared, w ith contorted bedding 
» 1 2 4  cm: D eform ed low er contact, sheared, w ith contorted bedding 
» 1 3 3 - 1 3 4  cm: D eform ed low er contact, sheared, w ith contorted bedding 
133-150 cm: Gray sandy clayey silt w ith dispersed clasts
* Section 2
0-48 cm: G ray sandy clayey silt w ith dispersed clasts 
48-56 cm: G reenish gray silty claystone
56-115 cm: Gray sandy clayey silt w ith dispersed clasts (sim ilar to 739 52R, but m aterial 
here is slightly less sandy)
115-150 cm: M issing (sam pled)
* Section 3
0-44 cm: G ray sandy clayey silt w ith dispersed clasts (sim ilar to 739 52R, but m aterial 
here is slightly less sandy)
44-67 cm: Green gray silty claystone
21 R l,2 ,3  (181.0 to 184.8 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-38 cm: Brownish gray sandy m udstone with dispersed clasts (granules); clasts <1%  
» 4 - 1 4  cm: Soft sedim ent deform ed beds
38-77 cm: Gray clayey silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts; sand fraction is m oderately 
sorted (fine-m edium  sand)
77-91 cm: Gray sandy m udstone with dispersed clasts (<1% )
91-150 cm: G ray clayey silty sandstone with dispersed clasts; sand fraction is m oderately 
sorted (fine-m edium  sand)
* Section 2
0-146 cm: Gray clayey silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts; sand fraction is m oderately 
sorted (fine-m edium  sand)
146-150 cm: Light gray sandy m udstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% ); very poorly sorted 
sand fraction w ith num erous coarse sand grains 
» 1 4 6 - 1 5 0  cm: Soft sedim ent deform ation
* Section 3
0-76 cm: Light gray sandy m udstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% ); very poorly sorted sand 
fraction w ith num erous coarse sand grains
22 R l ,2,3,4,5,6,7 (190.7 to 200.0 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-42 cm: Gray m uddy sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% ); sand fraction is poorly 
sorted w / coarse sand com ponent
42-87 cm: Gray m uddy sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% ); sand fraction is finer than 
above and m oderately sorted.
» 8 3 - 8 7  cm: Stratification w ith ~0.5 cm thick sand and m ud lam inae 
87-150 cm: G reenish gray clayey siltstone with dispersed clasts (<1% )
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* Section 2
0-16 cm: G reenish gray clayey siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% )
16-150 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% ); m ore sand in m atrix than 
above, and variations o f  sand%  in m atrix
* Section 3
0-130 cm: Gray sandy m udstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% ); m ore sand in m atrix than 
above, and variations o f  sand%  in m atrix
130-150 cm: Gray m uddy sandstone with dispersed clasts (~1%  clasts); very poorly sorted 
sand fraction w/ coarse sand com ponent
* Section 4
0-150 cm: G ray m uddy sandstone with dispersed clasts (~1%  clasts); very poorly sorted 
sand fraction w/ coarse sand com ponent
* Section 5
0-2 cm: G ray m uddy sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (~1%  clasts); very poorly  sorted sand
fraction w / coarse sand com ponent
2-20 cm: Gradational change to gray sandy m udstone
20-150 cm: Gray sandy m udstone w/ dispersed clasts
* Section 6
0-150 cm: Gray sandy m udstone w / dispersed clasts
* Section 7
0-34 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w/ dispersed clasts; sand in m atrix becom es m ore poorly 
sorted than above, w/ a larger coarse sand fraction. Clasts are angular to subangular.
23 R1,2,3,4,5,6,C C (200.3 to 209.4 m bsi)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w/ dispersed 
are angular to subangular and low sphericity.
* Section 2
0-150 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w/ dispersed 
are angular to subangular and low sphericity.
» 1 4 - 2 0  cm: Carbonate cem ented patch
* Section 3
0-150 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w/ dispersed 
are angular to subangular and low sphericity.
* Section 4
0-150 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w/ dispersed 
are angular to subangular and low sphericity.
» 7 2 - 1 0 5  cm: Carbonate cem ented patch
* Section 5
0-153 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w/ dispersed 
are angular to subangular and low sphericity.
* Section 6
0-154 cm: Gray sandy m udstone w/ dispersed 
are angular to subangular and low sphericity.
clasts (~1%  or less). G ranule sized clasts
clasts (~1%  or less). G ranule sized clasts
clasts (~1%  or less). G ranule sized clasts
clasts (~1%  or less). G ranule sized clasts
clasts (~1%  or less). G ranule sized clasts
clasts (~1%  or less). G ranule sized clasts
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24 R l,2 ,3 ,4  (209.9 to 215.7 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Gray sandy m udstone w/ dispersed clasts (~1%  or less)
» 8 9 - 9 1  cm: W ell-rounded granite clasts
* Section 2
0-150 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w/ dispersed clasts (~1%  or less); sand finer in m iddle o f  
section
* Section 3
0-150 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w/ dispersed clasts (~1%  or less)
» 5 3 - 5 4  cm: Silt lam ina
* Section 4
0-130 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w / dispersed clasts (~1%  or less)
Core 25 m issing.
26 R l,2 ,3 ,4 ,5  (229.2 to 236.6 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-3 cm: G ray sandy m udstone
3-76 cm: G ray clayey siltstone w/ dispersed clasts; <20%  sand, <1%  clasts 
76-98 cm: G reenish gray silty claystone w/ dispersed clasts; <10%  sand, <1%  clasts 
98-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts (<1%)
* Section 2
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w / dispersed clasts (<1% )
* Section 3
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts (<1% ); sorting poorer than above 
sections
* Section 4
0-150 cm: Gray sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts (<1% )
» 4 6 - 4 7  cm: Band o f  relatively fine, m oderately sorted sand 
» 8 4 - 8 9  cm: Clast cluster
* Section 5
0-119 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts (<1%)
» 1 0 5 - 1 1 0  cm: C last cluster
27 R1,2,3,4,5,6,7,C C (238.8 to 248.6 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w / dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
* Section 2
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts (1% or less)
» 1 0 0 - 1 5 0  cm: Silty sandstone interbed
* Section 3
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w / dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
» 9 0 - 1 5 0  cm: Silty sandstone interbed; gradational upper contact
* Section 4
0-115 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w / dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
» 0 - 1 0  cm: Silty sandstone interbed; abrupt low er contact 
115-150 cm: M issing (sam pled)
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* Section 5
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
» 1 2 5 - 1 5 0  cm: Silty sandstone interbed
* Section 6
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts (1% or less)
» 0 - 3 4  cm: Silty sandstone interbed
» 2 0 - 2 6  cm: Carbonate patch
» 3 4 - 3 8  cm: Silt interbed (disturbed by drilling)
* Section 7
0-63 cm: Gray sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts (1% or less)
» 0 - 9  cm: Silt interbed (disturbed by drilling)
* Section CC
0-17 cm: Gray sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
» 7 - 1 2  cm: Cem ented Patch 
» 1 2 - 1 7  cm: M issing
28 R l ,2,3,4,5,6,7 (248.6 to 258.4 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less); som e clast clusters 
» 0 - 9  cm: Gray silty sandstone interbed
» 1 3 3 - 1 5 0  cm: Gray silty sandstone interbed (transitional boundary from  113 cm)
* Section 2
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less); som e clast clusters 
» 0 - 9  cm: G ray silty sandstone interbed
* Section 3
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less); som e clast clusters 
» 8 2 - 8 7  cm: G ray silty sandstone interbed (transitional boundary from 77 cm)
* Section 4
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less); som e clast clusters 
» 0 - 5 0  G ray silty sandstone interbed w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
* Section 5
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less); som e clast clusters 
» 0 - 5  cm: Siltstone interbed
* Section 6
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less); som e clast clusters
* Section 7
0-80 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less); som e clast clusters
29 R l,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6  (258.4 to 267.1 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: M assive gray sandy siltstone with dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
* Section 2
0-150 cm: M assive gray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
* Section 3
0-150 cm: M assive gray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
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* Section 4
0-150 cm: M assive gray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
* Section 5
0-150 cm: M assive gray sandy siltstone with dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
» 1 0 9 -1 1 1  cm: Sharp contact at 109 cm transitioning to m oderately sorted sandstone 
interbed
» 1 1 1 - 1 4 6  cm: G rading from sandstone to sandy siltstone 
» 1 4 6 - 1 5 0  cm: Siltstone w ith <25%  sand in m atrix
* Section 6
0-143 cm: M assive gray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
» 0 - 1 7  cm: Siltstone w ith <25%  sand in m atrix 
138-143 cm: M oderately sorted sand
30 R 1,2,3,4,5,6,C C (267.8 to 276.7 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts
* Section 2
0-27 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts 
27-150 cm: Gray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts
* Section 3
0-33 cm: G ray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts
33-56 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed clasts; gradational boundaries 
56-150 cm: G ray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts
* Section 4
0-150 cm: G ray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts
* Section 5
0-150 cm: Gray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts
* Section 6
0-124 cm: Gray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts 
» 3 0 - 5 0  cm: Bed w ith poorer sorting and increased m ud m atrix
* Section CC
0-13 cm: G ray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts 
13-18 cm: M issing
31 R l,2 ,3 ,4  (277.4 to 283.2 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: G ray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% )
* Section 2
0-150 cm: Gray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% )
» 1 0 7 - 1 1 2  cm: Cem ented patch
* Section 3
0-150 cm: Gray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% )
» 3 3 - 4 8  cm: V ery large cobble
* Section 4
0-128 cm: Gray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1%)
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32 R l,2 ,3 ,4  (287.1 to 293.1 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-5 cm: G ray silty sandstone with dispersed clasts (1% or less); sharp low er contact 
5-150 cm: G ray silty sandstone with dispersed clasts (~1%  clasts); slightly m ore fine­
grained m atrix than top 5 cm o f  section 1 
» 3 8  cm: Coal clast 
» 1 3 3  cm: Coal clast 
» 1 4 7  cm: Coal clast
* Section 2
0-150 cm: Gray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (~1%  clasts)
» 9 . 5  cm: Coal clast 
» 8 4  cm: Coal clast
* Section 3
0-150 cm: G ray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (~1%  clasts)
» 1 0 7  cm: Coal clast
* Section 4
0-150 cm: G ray silty sandstone with dispersed clasts (~1%  clasts)
33 R l,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6  (296.7 to 305.2 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: G ray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1%)
» 5 1  cm: Coal clast
* Section 2
0-150 cm: Gray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% )
» 1 2 1  cm: Coal clast 
» 1 3 3  cm: Coal clast
* Section 3
0-150 cm: Gray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1%)
» 1 4 0  cm: Coal clast
* Section 4
0-89 cm: Gray silty sandstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% )
89-115 cm: Sandy m udstone w ith a few scattered coarse sand grains 
115-150 cm: M issing (sam pled)
* Section 5
0-150 cm: Gray sandy siltstone with dispersed clasts
* Section 6
0-9 cm: G ray sandy siltstone w ith dispersed with clasts (mud m atrix increasing w ith depth 
tow ards sharp low er contact)
9-90 cm: [See Figure 26 in H am brey et al. (1991)]
34 R1,2,3,4,5,6,C C (306.3 to 315.2 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-130 cm: Gray m uddy interlam inated sandstone and siltstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% , 
granules only). Lam ination is rhythm ic. Siltstone lam inae are 1 m m  to 2 cm thick; sand 
lam inae are typically  0.5 cm thick.
» 8 9  cm: Coal clast 
» 1 0 9  cm Coal clast
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130-150 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% )
* Section 2
0-150 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% ); sand in m atrix  increasing 
tow ards section 5
* Section 3
0-150 cm: G ray sandy m udstone w ith dispersed clasts (<1% )
» 1 8  cm: Coal clast 
» 2 5  cm: Coal clast 
» 9 4  cm: Coal clast
* Section 4
0-150 cm: Gray sandy m udstone with dispersed clasts (<1% )
* Section 5
0-80 cm: G ray sandy m udstone with dispersed clasts (<1% )
80-150 cm: C onvoluted and controrted light brow nish gray poorly  sorted sandstone and 
dark brow nish gray to black m udstone with com m on dark brow n w ood fragm ents
* Section 6
0-120 cm: Convoluted and controrted light brow nish gray poorly sorted sandstone and 
dark brow nish gray to black m udstone w ith com m on dark brow n w ood fragm ents 
» 3 5 - 3 7  cm: W ood fragm ent (~1.5 cm)
» 8 7 - 8 9  cm: W ood fragm ent (-1 .5  cm)
* Section CC
0-12 cm: C onvoluted and controrted light brow nish gray poorly sorted sandstone and dark 
brow nish gray to black m udstone with com m on dark brow n wood fragm ents 
12-17 cm: M issing
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Site 739, Hole C
24 CC (169.0 to 169.16 m bsf)
* Section CC 
0-5.5 cm: M issing
5.5-11.5 cm: Clast rich sandy diam ictite; dark gray and m ore clay rich diam ictite than 
lighter gray and silitier underlying diam ictite units (26 and below )
11.5 cm -15.5 cm: Clasts
25 R1 (173.6 to 174.9 m bsf)
* Section 1
Note: Core section heavily fractured
0-11 cm: Dark gray clast poor sandy diam ictite
» 1 1  cm: C lasts along contact
11-122 cm: C last poor light gray m uddy diam ictite, friable; 3-4%  clasts
39 cm: Y ellow  staining
59 cm: Y ellow  staining
85-87 cm: Y ellow  staining
109-110 cm: Y ellow  staining
26 R1,2,3,CC (183.2 to 188.0 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-48 cm: Light gray sandy diam ictite, ~5%  clast (clast rich), m assive 
» 0 - 1 5  cm: Large banded gneiss
48-150 cm: Light gray m uddy diatom  bearing clast poor diam ictite 
» 4 8 - 1 0 9  cm: V isible variation in sand percentage o f  m atrix; w eakly stratified 
» 1 2 8 - 1 3 0  cm: W ispy w avy lam ination (inclined)
» 1 4 0 - 1 4 5  cm: W ispy w avy lam ination (horizontal)
* Section 2
0-70 cm: Stratified clast poor m uddy diam ictite and sandy m udstone w / dispersed clasts
» 0 - 3 0  cm: Intensely stratified
70-150 cm: Structureless clast poor m uddy diam ictite
» 7 3  cm: Y ellow  staining
* Section 3
0-115 cm: M assive clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts ~1%
» 2 1  cm: Shell fragm ent
» 4 3 - 5 5  cm: Soft sedim ent deform ation
115-150 cm: Stratified clast poor sandy diam ictite
* Section CC
2-16 cm: C last poor sandy diam ictite 
» 1 3  cm: Lam inae visible at a core break 
» 1 6  cm: Inclined (erosive?) contact
16-30 cm: Deform ed clast poor m uddy diam ictite; ~2%  clasts (aligned to sedim ent)
27 R1,CC (192.9 to 193.9 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-80 cm: Light gray diatom -rich sandy m udstone w/ dispersed clast (< 1%)
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» W e a k ly  lam inated (core is heavily  fractured), but at 9-15 cm very clearly visible in well 
preserved section.
* Section CC
0-15 cm: Light gray diatom -rich sandy m udstone w/ dispersed clast (< 1%)
» 1  cm: Shell fragm ent 
» 5  cm: Foram ? fragm ent
28 R1,2,3,4,5,C C (202.2 to 209.6 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor (3%  clasts) m uddy diam ictite
» 0 - 1 0 8  cm: W eakly stratified diatom  bearing section w ith 2-5 m m  light colored m uddy 
lam inae
» 1 0 8  cm: W ispy lam inae
* Section 2
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor (3% clasts) m uddy diam ictite
» 1 2 1 - 1 3 6  cm: Steeply inclined sand and diam ict lam inae (o f unequal w idth across the 
core)
* Section 3
0-115 cm: Light gray clast poor (3%  clasts) m uddy diam ictite 
» 1 4  cm: Shell fragm ent 
» 2 5  cm: Shell fragm ent
* Section 4
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor (3%  clasts) m uddy diam ictite 
» 7 2  cm: Cem ented fracture 
» 1 1 8  cm: Shell fragm ent 
» 1 3 8 .5  cm: Shall fragm ent
* Section 5
0-77 cm: Light gray clast poor (~1%  or less clasts) m uddy diam ictite 
» 3 2  cm: W ispy lam inae 
» 5 1  cm: Shell fragm ent 
*Section CC
0-35 cm: Light gray clast poor (3% clasts) m uddy diam ictite 
» 1 0  cm: Shell fragm ent 
» 2 4 - 3 1  cm: M issing
29 R1,2,3,4,5,C C (212.2 to 219.3 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith contorted lam inae
* Section 2
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith contorted lam inae 
» 2 4 - 3 3  cm: Planar m m -cm  scale sem i-horizontal lam ination
* Section 3
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith contorted lam inae 
» 8 - 6 8  cm: Planar m m -cm  scale sem i-horizontal lam ination
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* Section 4
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith contorted lam inae; som e granule 
sized coal fragm ents in w orking h a lf  
» 1 0 0  cm: Shell layer
* Section 5
0-113 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith contorted lam inae 
» 1 9  cm: Shell fragm ent
» 2 6 - 3 1  cm: C last surrounded by m aterial w ith noticeably greater sand fraction 
» 7 4 - 8 4  cm: Steeply inclined bedding and folding
* Section CC
0-29 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite with contorted lam inae 
» 1 5 - 1 8  cm: Stratification only slightly inclined
30 R 1,2,3,4,5,6,C C (221.8 to 230.2 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w/ interbeds o f  sandy m ud w / dispersed 
clasts, m ost well stratified; clasts 1-2%, some section < 1%. Stratfication consists o f  
interlam inated siltier and sandier sandy siltstone, w / individual lam inae typically 2-10 
mm.
» 1 0 1  cm: Shell cast and fragm ents
* Section 2
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w/ interbeds o f  sandy m ud w / dispersed 
clasts, m ost well stratified; clasts 1-2%, som e section < 1%. Stratfication consists o f  
interlam inated siltier and sandier sandy siltstone , w / individual lam inae typically 2-10 
mm.
» 1 3 - 1 6  cm: Bow ed up lam inae
* Section 3
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w/ interbeds o f  sandy m ud w/ dispersed 
clasts, m ost well stratified; clasts 1 -2%, som e sections < 1 %. Stratfication consists o f  
interlam inated siltier and sandier sandy siltstone , w / individual lam inae typically  2-10 
m m.
» 9 3 - 9 4  cm: Carbonate? or Silica? cem ented patch (white, hard) or lam inae o f  coarse 
sand
* Section 4:
0-136 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w / interbeds o f  sandy m ud w/ dispersed 
clasts, m ost well stratified; clasts 1-2%, som e sections < 1%. Stratfication consists o f  
interlam inated siltier and sandier sandy siltstone , w / individual lam inae typically  2-10 
mm.
» 6 5 - 1 3 6  cm: Inclined rhythm ic lam ination, w ith som e lam inae thicker than 10 m m  (No 
core break at 65 cm; lam inae becom e contorted above this point)
» 1 3 6  cm: Sharp, inclined contact betw een rhythm ically stratified facies and underlying 
structureless diam ictite
136-150 cm: M assive light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
* Section 5
0-150 cm: M assive light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
» 0 - 1 9  cm: Inclined bedding
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» 1 1 4 - 1 5 0  cm: Sem i-horizontal lam ination
* Section 6
0-88 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
» 0 - 6 2  cm: Sem i-horizontal lam ination
31 R1,2,3,4,5,C C (231.4 to 238.0 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w/ stratification. Beds prim arily 
contorted and som e steeply inclined. M atrix appears silty.
» 0 - 2 6  cm: Sem i-horizontal w eak stratification
» 6 7 - 1 0 2  cm: Contorted/convolute bedding; darker gray color
» 1 0 2 - 1 5 0  cm: Core m aterial becom ing bim odal sandier and m ore clayey, not as silty
* Section 2
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w/ stratification. Beds prim arily  
contorted and som e steeply inclined; clasts ~3%.
» 5 - 6  cm: Horizontal lam ina 0.5 cm thick cem ented at core break
» 4 6 - 1 5 0  cm: Contorted and convolute bedding w ith lighter and darker gray lam inae
* Section 3
0-115 cm: L ighter gray and siltier m assive clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith som e 
contorted beeding; clasts ~1%
115-150 cm: M issing (Sam pled)
* Section 4
0-150 cm: Lighter gray and siltier m assive clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith som e 
contorted beeding; clasts ~1%
* Section 5
0-103 cm: Lighter gray and siltier m assive clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith some 
contorted beeding; clasts ~1%
» 1 1  cm: Shell fragm ent
* Section CC
0-16 cm: Lighter gray and siltier m assive clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith some 
contorted beeding; clasts ~1%
16-22 cm: M issing
32 R l ,  CC (241.1 to 242.3 m bsf)
Note: M ore sand in core m aterial m atrix than in previous core
* Section 1
0-103 cm: Light gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; granule sized fragm ents o f  coal in 
w orking h a lf
» 1 0 - 1 2  cm: M acro fossil sam ple taken (Larsen) #11811
» 1 7  cm: Horizontal m m  scale lam ina
» 4 4  cm: Horizontal m m  scale lam ina
» 8 4  cm: H orizontal m m  scale lam ina
» 8 0 - 1 0 3  cm: Sandy m udstone in w orking h a lf
* Section CC
0-7 cm: Light gray clast poor sandy diam ictite 
7-12 cm: M issing
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33 R I ,2,3,4,5,6,CC (250.7 to 259.3 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite, w ith silty m atrix and abundant 
contorted lam inae and inclinded bedding; clasts ~1%
* Section 2
0-56 cm: Light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite, w ith silty m atrix and abundant contorted 
lam inae and inclinded bedding; clasts ~1%
56-99 cm: Light greenish gray diatom  rich silty claystone w/ dispersed clasts; sharp 
inclinded upper and low er contacts with sand bed on top
99-150 cm: Light to dark gray clast poor m uddy and sandy diam icitite; clasts ~ l-2 % . 
D arker contorted lam inae and beds have higher sand content in the m atrix.
* Section 3
0-116 cm: Light to dark gray clast poor m uddy and sandy diam icitite; clasts ~ l-2 % .
D arker contorted lam inae and beds have higher sand content in the m atrix; sharp low er 
contact.
116-150 cm: M edium  gray horizontally stratified clast poor sandy diam ictite; ~3%  clasts
* Section 4
0-150 cm: Light to dark gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith com m only contorted 
bedding
* Section 5
0-150 cm: Light to dark gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith com m only contorted 
bedding
» 9 3 - 1 0 0  cm: Boudinage o f  m ud lam inae
* Section 6
0-94 cm: Light to dark gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith com m only contorted 
bedding
» 2 9 - 3 4  cm: Synsedim entary m icrofault (norm al)
* Section CC
0-16 cm: Light to dark gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite w ith com m only contorted 
bedding
34 R1,2,3,4,5,CC (260.4 to 267.4 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor diatom  bearing m uddy diam ictite and sandy silt w/
dispersed clasts; clasts ~1%  or less
» 0 - 2 1  cm: Lighter colored area; less and
» 1 4  cm: Shell fragm ent in w orking h a lf
» 9 3 - 9 8  cm: C last/coarse sand cluster
» 1 1 9 -1 2 3  cm: C last/coarse sand cluster
» 1 13-146 cm: Dark gray colored area with contorted bedding
* Section 2
0-113 cm: Light gray structureless clast poor m uddy diam ictite (less clast poor than 
previous section) w ith som e shell fragm ents
113-115 cm: Diatom  bearing (20% ) clayey silt w / dispersed clasts; w eakly stratified 
115-150 cm: M issing (Sam pled)
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* Section 3
0-83 cm: Diatom  bearing (20% ) clayey silt; w eakly stratified 
» 2 7 - 3 9  cm: Granule sized clasts 
» 7 1 - 7 3  cm: One large outsized clast
83-150 cm: M assive light gray diatom  bearing clast poor sandy diam ictite; ~1%  clasts
* Section 4
0-150 cm: M assive light gray diatom  bearing clast poor sandy diam ictite; ~1%  clasts
* Section 5
0-19 cm: M assive light gray diatom  bearing clast poor sandy diam ictite; ~1%  clasts 
19-91 cm: Stratified light gray diatom  bearing clast poor m uddy diam ictite 
» 2 6 - 2 9  cm: Horizontal lam inae
» 6 6 - 9 2  cm: Shell fragm ents in w orking half; possible foram s and/or w orm  tubes 
» 7 1 - 9 1  cm: Horizontal lam inae
* Section CC
0-7 cm: Stratified light gray diatom  bearing clast poor m uddy diam ictite 
7-12 cm: M issing
35 R l,2 ,3 ,4  (270.0 to 275.4 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-75 cm: Light gray diatom -bearing sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts; clasts <1%
75-150 cm: Light and dark gray clast poor sandy diam ictite w/ contorted bedding 
» 7 6 - 9 3  cm: Dark sand rich beds
* Section 2
0-48 cm: Light and dark gray clast poor sandy diam ictite w/ contorted bedding 
48 cm -150 cm: Light gray diatom  bearing sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts; clasts <1%
* Section 3
0-150 cm: Light gray diatom  bearing sandy siltstone w/ dispersed clasts; clasts <1%  
» 7 0 - 7 2  cm: W ispy lam inae 
» 1 4 1 - 1 5 0  cm: Contorted lam inae
* Section 4
0-48 cm: Light gray diatom  bearing sandy siltstone w / dispersed clasts; clasts <1%
48-75 cm: M assive light gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 2-3%
» 4 8  cm: Two larger clasts at top o f  the unit, up to 6 cm in diam eter (other clasts in unit 
are up to 1 cm)
*Section CC
0-16 cm: M assive light gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 2-3%
16-21 cm: M issing
36 R1,2,3,4,5,C C (279.7 to 287.3 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-67 cm: Light gray clast poor sandy diam ictite w ith abundant coarse sand in m atrix; 
clasts 1-2%
67-75 cm: Light gray m udstone w ith com m on clasts and sand lam inae up to 5 m m  thick at 
the base o f  unit
75-150 cm: Light gray clast poor diatom  bearing m uddy diam ictite; clasts 2-3%
* Section 2
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor diatom  bearing m uddy diam ictite; clasts 2-3%
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» 1 0 7 - 1 1 4  cm: W ispy lam inae
* Section 3
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor diatom  bearing m uddy diam ictite; clasts 2-3%
» 7 2  cm: W ispy lam ina
» 1 3 5 -1 3 8 :  C last cluster; clasts up to 8 m m  in size
* Section 4
0-150 cm: Light gray clast poor diatom  bearing m uddy diam ictite; clasts 2-3%
» 5 6 - 1 5 0  cm: Clasts <1%  and reduced sand fraction
* Section 5
0-141 cm: Light gray clast poor diatom  bearing m uddy diam ictite; clasts 2-3%
» 0 - 1 9  cm: Clasts <1%  and reduced sand fraction
* Section CC
0-19 cm: Light gray clast poor diatom  bearing m uddy diam ictite; clasts 2-3%
» 5 - 1 9  cm: Clasts <1%  and reduced sand fraction
37 R1 (289.3 to 290.3 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-5 cm: M assive light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite; clasts ~1% . Sharp planar contact 
at 5 cm.
5-99 cm: Light gray clast rich diam ictite; clasts ~5%  near top o f  section and decreasing 
tow ards bottom
» 3 5 - 3 7  cm: W ispy lam inae, sandy, ~2 m m  thick 
» 7 4 - 7 5  cm: Coarse sand lam inae, ~5 m m  thick
38 R l,2 ,3 ,4  (298.9 to 303.7 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: M assive light gray clast-poor m uddy diam ictite; clasts variable (1-3% ) and 
variations occur in sand % o f  m atrix 
96-150 cm: H igher sand %
* Section 2
0-150 cm: M assive light gray clast-poor m uddy diam ictite; clasts variable (1-3% ) and 
variations occur in sand % o f  m atrix
* Section 3
0-150 cm: M assive light gray clast-poor m uddy diam ictite; clasts variable (1-3% ) and 
variations occur in sand % o f  m atrix
* Section 4
0-26 cm: M assive light gray clast-poor m uddy diam ictite; clasts variable (1-3% ) and 
variations occur in sand % o f  m atrix
39 R1,2,3,4,C C (308.6 to 313.6 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Light gray silty clay w ith com m on clasts; clasts 2-3% , less than 25%  sand 
» 4 9 - 1 2 8  cm: M illim eter-scale planar lam inae
* Section 2
0-12 cm: Light gray silty clay with com m on clasts; clasts 2-3% , less than 25%  sand 
12-18 cm: M assive light gray clast poor m uddy diam ictite; clasts 3-5%
18-150 cm: M assive light gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 3-5%
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* Section 3
0-150 cm: M assive light gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 3-5%
* Section 4
0-32 cm: M assive light gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 3-5%
* Section CC
0-14 cm: M assive light gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 3-5%
14-19 cm: M issing
40 R l,2  (318.2 to 319.9 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-37 cm: Light gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; ~2-3%  clasts
37-49 cm: Carbonate m ixed w ith carbonate cem ented sandy diam ictite; deform ed
49-150 cm: Brow nish gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; ~2-3%  clasts. F iner sand in m atrix
than com pared to 0-37 cm
» 1 3 5  cm: M udstone intraclast
» 1 4 8  cm: M udstone intraclast
* Section 2
0-12 cm: Light gray clast poor sandy diam ictite
41 R1 (327.8 to 332.6 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Brow nish gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts ~ l-2 %
* Section 2
0-115 cm: Brow nish gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts ~ l-2 %
» 6 4  cm: Elongate clast; aligned c-axis to horizontal plane 
115-150 cm: M issing (sam pled)
* Section 3
0-150 cm: Brow nish gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts ~ l-2 %
* Section CC
0-27 cm: Brow nish gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts ~ l-2 %
42 R1,2,CC (337.5 to 340.5 m bsf)
Note: Regularly spaced drilling disturbances (dark bow ed bands) in sections 2 and CC
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Light brow nish gray clast poor diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
» 5 7 - 5 9  cm: Clast cluster
* Section 2
0-130 cm: Light brow nish gray clast poor diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
* Section CC
0-17 cm: Light brow nish gray clast poor diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
17-22 cm: M issing
43 R1,CC (347.1 to 348.9 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Light brow nish gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
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* Section CC
6-22cm : Light brow nish gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 2%. L ithology sam e as 
section 1, only m ore sand in m atrix.
22-26 cm: M issing
44 R l,2  (356.8 to 359.8 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Light to m edium  gray clast poor sandy diam icite; clasts 1-2%
* Section 2
0-141 cm: Light to m edium  gray clast poor sandy diam icite; clasts 1-2%
45 CC (366.5 to 366.8 m bsf)
* Section CC
0-21: G ray clast poor sandy diam ictite 
» 7 - 1 8  cm: Dark bow ed band 
21-26: M issing
46 R1,2,CC (376.2 to 378.4 m bsf)
Note: Regularly spaced drilling disturbances (dark bow ed bands) in sections 2 and CC
* Section 1
0-150 cm: M assive gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
* Section 2
0-55 cm: M assive gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
* Section CC
0-14 cm: M assive gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
14-18 cm: M issing
47 R1 (385.9 to 386.8 m bsf)
Note: Regularly spaced drilling disturbances (dark bow ed bands) at 41-44 cm and 60-93 
cm
* Section 1
0-93 cm: Gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
» 8 6 - 8 7  cm: Y ellow ish lam ina 1 cm thick (micrite)
48 R l,2  (395.6 to 398.1 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: M assive Gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
* Section 2
0-94 cm: M assive G ray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
Core 49 m issing.
50 R l,2  (414.9 to 417.0 m bsf)
Note: Regularly spaced drilling disturbances (dark bow ed bands) in section 1 and 2
* Section 1
0-150 cm: G ray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
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* Section 2
0-59 cm: G ray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts 1-2%
51 R l,2  (424.5 to 426.7 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: G ray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts ~1%
* Section 2
0-69 cm: Gray clast poor sandy diam ictite; clasts ~1%
» 5 0 - 5 2  cm: Fine grained calcareous lam ina (<1 cm) and deform ed by  drilling
52 R1,2,CC (434.2 to 426.6 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Gray clayey silty sand with dispersed clasts (<1% )
» 2 1  cm: Rounded quartzite pebble
* Section 2
0-50 cm: G ray clayey silty sand with dispersed clasts (<1% )
50-60 cm: Transition to light gray clayey silt w ith a few dispersed granule sized clasts 
60-76 cm: Light gray clayey silt w ith a few dispersed granule sized clasts
* Section CC
0-8 cm: Light gray clayey silt w ith a few dispersed granule sized clasts 
8-13 cm: M issing
53 R1,CC (439.2 to 440.7 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Gray clayey silty sand w ith dispersed clasts (1% or less). G ranule sized gravel 
only.
* Section CC
0-18 cm: G ray clayey silty sand with dispersed clasts (1%  or less). G ranule sized gravel 
only.
18-25 cm: M issing
54 R1,CC (443.9 to 445.8 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Brow nish gray clayey silty sand with dispersed clasts (<1% )
*Section CC
0-35 cm: Brow nish gray clayey silty sand with dispersed clasts (<1% )
35-40 cm: M issing
55 R1,2,CC (448.9 to 451.1 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: Gray clayey silty sand w ith dispersed clasts (<1%)
* Section 2
0-15 cm: Gray clayey silty sand with dispersed clasts (<1%)
15-23 cm: Y ellow ish m oderately sorted cem ented fine sand 
23-29 cm: Poorly sorted m uddy sand w ith coarse sand grains
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29-41 cm: Silt and clay bearing lim estone w ith coarse sand grains dispersed throughout 
w ith intraclasts
41-48 cm: G ray clayey silty sand with dispersed clasts
* Section CC
0-14 cm: G ray clayey silty sand with dispersed clasts 
14-20 cm: M issing
56 R1,CC (453.5 to 454.5 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-65 cm: G ray clayey silty sand with dispersed clasts (<1%)
* Section CC
0-25 cm: G ray clayey silty sand with dispersed clasts (<1% )
25-30 cm: M issing
57 R1,CC (458.5 to 459.5 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-72 cm: Gray clayey silty sand with dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
* Section CC
0-22 cm: Gray clayey silty sand w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
22-27 cm: M issing
58 R1,2,CC (463.2 to 466.3 m bsf)
* Section 1
0-150 cm: G ray clayey silty sand w ith dispersed clasts (1%  or less)
* Section 2
0-43 cm: G ray clayey silty sand w ith dispersed clasts (1% or less)
43-88 cm: Sandy clayey siltstone
88-139 cm: G ray clayey silty sand w ith dispersed clasts (<1% )
* Section CC
0-18 cm: G ray clayey silty sand w ith dispersed clasts (<1%)
18-24 cm: M issing
59 R1 (468.2 to 469.0 m bsf)
0-70 cm: G ray clayey silty sand w ith dispersed clasts (<1%)
60 R1 (472.9 to 474.4 m bsf)
0-4 cm: Brow nish gray calcareous sandy m udstone or sandy m uddy lim estone w ith 
dispersed clasts
4-134 cm: G ray clayey silty sand w ith dispersed clasts
134-140 cm: Brow nish gray calcareous sandy m udstone or sandy m uddy lim estone w ith 
dispersed clasts
Core 61 m issing.
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62 CC (482.6 to 482.7 m bsf)
0-6 cm: Brow nish gray calcareous sandy m udstone or sandy m uddy lim estone w ith 
dispersed clasts
6-8 cm: G ray clayey silty sand w ith dispersed clasts 
8-13 cm: M issing
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100) is shown.................................................................................................................................C-2
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ACCURACY AND PRECISION
Table C.l. Average normalized weight percent major element (oxide) values based on three runs 
and eight replicates for sample 1166R1 104-106. Accuracy (%RSE) and precision ([2 X 
STDV/AVG] X 100) is shown. ______
Si02 Ti02 AI203 Fe203 MnO MqO CaO Na20 K20 P205
A v e r a g e 70.35 0.76 18.14 5.30 0.03 1.57 0.62 0.56 2.50 0.13
S t a n d a r d  D e v 0.431 0.007 0.353 0.161 0.002 0.047 0.055 0.052 0.067 0.015
S t a n d a r d  E r r o r 0.153 0.003 0.125 0.057 0.001 0.017 0.020 0.018 0.024 0.005
% R S E 0.22 0.34 0.69 1.07 2.89 1.06 3.17 3.29 0.94 3.95
P r e c i s i o n 1.23 1.92 3.89 6.06 16.32 6.01 17.93 18.63 5.33 22.36
Table C.2. Average normalized weight percent major element (oxide) values based on three runs 
and eight replicates for USGS geochemical reference standard MAG-1. Accuracy (%RSE) and 
precision ([2 X STDV/AVG] X 100) is shown.________________________________________
Si02 Ti02 AI203 Fe203 MnO MqO CaO Na20 K20 P205
A v e r a g e 57.58 0.85 19.27 8.23 0.11 3.57 1.70 4.52 3.99 0.18
S t a n d a r d  D e v 0.668 0.013 0.402 0.126 0.003 0.062 0.054 0.089 0.088 0.017
S t a n d a r d  E r r o r 0.236 0.005 0.142 0.045 0.001 0.022 0.019 0.031 0.031 0.006
% R S E 0.41 0.55 0.74 0.54 0.88 0.61 1.12 0.70 0.78 3.26
P r e c i s i o n 2.32 3.12 4.18 3.06 4.97 3.47 6.35 3.94 4.40 18.45
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SAMPLE MAJOR AND TRACE ELEMENTS
Table C.3. Normalized weight percent of major elements (oxides) for seven samples selected from
ODP Sites 739, 742, and 1166
1166 1166 742 742 742 739 739
24R2 29- 16R1 34R6 28R1 22R2 55R2 32R1
31 104-106 72-74 58-60 103-105 10-12 99-101
Si02 66.13 70.64 65.83 75.10 73.12 71.02 72.99
T i02 0.85 0.75 0.98 0.76 0.77 0.71 0.71
AI203 24.21 18.04 24.24 14.12 15.71 14.00 13.28
Fe203 3.06 5.27 3.40 4.17 4.70 5.08 5.14
MnO 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.13 0.06
MgO 0.44 1.56 0.68 0.97 1.14 1.15 2.03
CaO 0.22 0.55 0.21 0.46 0.40 4.00 1.24
Na20 0.38 0.52 0.37 0.63 0.52 0.52 1.18
K20 4.60 2.54 4.18 3.65 3.50 3.27 3.25
P205 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.12
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
?le C.4. Trace elements (ppm) for seven samples selected from ODP Sites 739, 7^ 2, and 1166
1166 1166 742 742 742 739 739
24R2 29- 16R1 34R6 28R1 22R2 55R2 32R1
31 104-106 72-74 58-60 103-105 10-12 99-101
Ba 774.79 511.60 982.03 724.56 706.85 663.56 1095.13
Cr 98.82 107.04 99.19 57.34 73.34 99.26 70.47
Ni 28.41 47.34 35.65 37.90 36.58 40.37 29.44
Sc 15.31 14.00 16.77 10.69 11.81 13.86 12.36
Sr 137.08 121.74 170.56 132.68 129.71 154.05 123.04
V 135.10 111.43 151.89 81.28 86.33 113.65 85.12
Y 27.56 27.64 33.53 29.65 28.31 29.99 26.59
Zr 368.61 161.73 410.81 261.79 214.98 254.97 246.89
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A PPEN D IX  D: M IC RO TEX TU RE AN ALY SIS
TABLES
Table D .l. Ranked counts of grain shape and surface textures for quartz grains from seven 
samples recovered from ODP Sites 1166, 742, and 739. Sphericity ranked 1-2 and roundness 
ranked 1-6 per Powers (1953), and mechanical/chemical textures ranked 1-4 per Newsome and 
Ladd (1999)..................................................................................................................................D-3
Table D.2. Ranked counts of grain shape and surface textures converted to percentages for quartz 
grains from seven samples recovered from ODP Sites 1166, 742, and 739. “Sum 2-4” for 
mechanical/chemical textures is percent presence (frequency) of individual textures on surface of 
grain, where rank 1 for mechanical/chemical textures is effectively percent absence (less than 2% 
present in given surface area).......................................................................................................D-4
D-2
Table D.l. Ranked counts of grain shape and surface textures for quartz grains from seven samples 
recovered from ODP Sites 1166, 742, and 739. Sphericity ranked 1-2 and roundness ranked 1-6 per 
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Table D.2. Ranked counts of grain shape and surface textures converted to percentages for quartz grains 
from seven samples recovered from ODP Sites 1166, 742, and 739. “Sum 2-4” for mechanical/chemical 
textures is percent presence (frequency) of individual textures on surface of grain, where rank 1 for 




















































































1 70 0 25 45 55 58 38 70 40 18 £6 70 18 58 13 2.5 2.5 0 63
2 30 10 40 28 45 43 55 30 53 73 40 30 68 43 50 48 75 23 38
3 70 35 28 0 0 8 0 8 10 2.5 0 15 0 35 40 18 25 0
4 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.5 10 5 53 0




1 £6 0 23 35 55 43 68 78 63 25 70 73 48 75 c; 0 2.5 0 48
2 43 3 55 38 40 50 33 20 38 70 28 28 50 25 43 43 95 15 53
3 65 23 28 5 8 0 3 0 5 2.5 0 2.5 0 53 53 2.5 60 0
4 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 0
5 0 Sum 2-4 -> 78 65 45 58 33 23 38 75 30 28 53 25 95 100 98 100 53
6 0
1 68 3 15 28 S3 75 35 30 45 0 23 55 45 13 5 0 20 0 80
2 33 0 78 60 45 25 65 65 55 100 78 45 55 88 33 25 80 5 20
3 90 5 10 3 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 63 73 0 28 0
4 8 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.5 0 68 0
5 0 Sum 2-4 -> 85 73 48 25 65 70 55 100 78 45 55 88 95 100 80 100 20
6 0
1 68 0 15 24 68 62 71 29 38 0 53 97 44 15 0 0 0 0 44
2 32 3 76 56 32 38 29 71 62 94 47 3 56 85 85 59 62 0 56
3 88 9 21 0 0 0 0 0 5.9 0 0 0 0 12 41 38 18 0
4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.9 0 0 82 0
5 3 Sum 2-4 -> 85 76 32 38 29 71 62 100 47 3 £6 85 100 100 100 100 56
6 0
1 78 0 35 38 65 58 48 30 8 0 23 50 30 23 13 0 5 0 50
2 23 5 58 50 35 35 48 65 85 100 78 50 70 78 58 28 95 0 48
3 75 8 13 0 8 5 5 8 0 0 0 0 0 13 73 0 23 3
4 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 78 0
C 0 Sum 2-4 -> 65 63 35 43 53 70 93 100 78 50 70 78 38 100 95 100 50
6 0
1 82 0 18 36 41 41 23 10 3 0 0 41 0 8 5.1 0 10 0 21
2 18 5 77 44 56 56 77 87 90 100 100 59 100 92 28 13 90 5.1 72
3 77 5 18 3 3 0 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 64 87 0 7.7 8
4 15 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.6 0 0 87 0
5 3 Sum 2-4 -> 82 64 59 59 77 90 97 100 100 59 100 92 95 100 90 100 79
6 0
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